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PEARSALL’S

ILLUSTRATED HANDBOOK
FOR KNITTING IN SILKS



NOTE.

The Illustrations in this book are in every instance

engraved from examples actually knitted according to

the Instructions given. These Instructions are founded

on, and apply solely to, JAMES PEARSALL AND
CO.’S various Knitting Silks. All the Illustrations, and

Instructions (with the exception of Nos. XXXVI I A,

LII, and LXVIII), are JAMES PEARSALL AND
CO.’S Copyright.
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INTRODUCTION.

5 in Silk is such agreeable

id can be turned to such

account, that it well repays

; extra trouble entailed as

compared with Wool. An experienced knitter will

find no difficulty in handling Silks, but one less

expert may find the following hints of assistance.

In the first place, the great charm of Silk Knitting

is i/iat the lustre of the silks should be preserved.

For this it is necessary to handle them as lightly as

possible, and to take care that the knitting is done

from the right end of the Silk. In a new ball this

is of course indicated, but in using shorter lengths

it is well before commencing, to draw the thread

between the finger and thumb, observing which

direction roughens the Silk, and to work from the

opposite end.

ix
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A specially important point in Silk Knitting (even

more than in Wool), is that the Needles should be of

the right size for the Silk. In this Handbook, the

numbers of the Knitting Needles and of the Ivory

and Bone Crochet Hooks, refer to Walker’s Bell

Gauge. The Steel Crochet Hooks named are the

“Penelope” make, each of which has its number

printed on the handle. When possible, two sizes

have been indicated, the larger for those who are

habitually tight knitters, and the smaller for loose

knitters. If a gauge is not available, a useful

method for ascertaining the right size of the needle

is to twist two strands of the silk together, and

compare the size of the twist thus made with the

size of the needle
j

if they fairly correspond, the

needle may be safely used. As the manner ot

working in Crochet varies with individuals almost

as much as in Knitting, a tight worker will generally

require one size larger than a loose worker.

Choice of Silks.—The Knitting Silks referred

to in this book are exclusively those of James
Pearsall and Co. A list of the various qualities

and makes of these, which are intended to suit all

purposes, will be found facing p. xvi.

For general use Pearsall’s EMFJiESS”
KNITTING SILK is recommended

;
it is bright,

easy to work, durable, and moderate in price.

Their EXTRA QUALITY’^ is a still more

X
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brilliant, and a softer silk. Although rather more

expensive, it is well worth the additional cost. For

crochetting purposes, the “PAMELA" CRO-

^

CHET SILK is specially adapted, as it is a harder

* make ; for this reason it can sometimes be used

I

in place of Purse Silk. For men’s thick hunting

' waistcoats, Messrs. Pearsall have three makes

of silk, viz., their “SO VEREIGN" and ‘

‘

SPUN"
WAISTCOAT SILKS, which are fairly soft and

I loose in texture, and their “LEVIATHAN"
SILK' (in two sizes), which is more closely twisted

and is consequently easier to work, especially in

crochetting; it is also less liable to catch. The

“GOSSAMER" KNITTING SILK is in-

' tended for knitting or crochetting Veils, Clouds,

i etc., of a light, lace-like character.

T To measure Silk Knitting.—The simplest

and safest method is by inches, but in some cases

the rows, or ridges, must be counted. In plain

knitting, with two needles only, it will be found

easier to count by ridges, a ridge consisting of a

forward anda backward row. When, on two needles,

the forward row is knitted and the backward row

purled, each 7'ow is coimted sepa7'ately. Knitting on

four needles is necessarily counted by rounds.

To increase.—This can be done in several

' ways. The usual method is to pick up and knit a

stitch from the previous row, at the point indicated,

xi



Another method is to knit the back as well as the

front of the stitch, and in open knitting, the silk is

brought to the front of the needle before knitting the

stitch, or passed round the needle before purling it.
'

To decrease.— This is done by knitting two 1

stitches together; or by slipping a stitch, knitting
:|

the next, and drawing the slipped stitch over the
|

knitted one. In decreasing for the leg of a stocking,

some knitters employ both methods, the latter before

and the former after the seam stitch.

Slipped Stitches.—In slipping a stitch it is
]

usual to take it off the left-hand needle as if it were •
I

to be knitted, unless specially directed otherwise, in
'

which case there is some reason on account of the

pattern, which must be carefully attended to.

To work with two or more colours.—Some I

knitters are afraid of attempting patterns in which >

two or more colours are introduced, but if carefully

worked these will in reality not be found very diffi-
'

cult. In working with four needles, in horizontal

stripes, the first two stitches of the newly com-

menced stripe should always be knitted with iot/i

silks—that just used and that just about to be

used; this prevents the join of the stripe from

appearing uneven.

Never tie Silks together when joining a new

colour. In joining for a perpendicular stripe, knit

the first stitch with the new colour, and finish off

xii
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the short end neatly by knitting it in close to the

back of the work.

In patterns where the threads have to be carried

across the back of the work, care must be taken that

these are not drawn too tightly, or the knitting will

not stretch. At the same time, if several colours are

being used, the threads may be carried along as

follows :—knit the foundation colour in the German

fashion, laying it across the first finger of the left

hand, in knitting a stitch with the second colour,

knit in the usual English way, drop the thread of

this second colour, and in working with the third,

knit again in the English way, laying the third thread

above the second and close to the needle.

When possible however, it is simpler in a sprigged

or spotted pattern, to join a separate length of silk

for the first of each of the sprays or spots, carrying

the length downwards in a perpendicular or diagonal

direction. Particulars for this are given in those

Instructions to which the method applies.

Ironing Silk Knitting after completion.

—

A knitted Silk article when finished is greatly im-

proved by being lightly and carefully ironed, but

the iron must not be very hot, and must never

come into actual contact with the silk, a handker-

chief or a soft cloth being placed between it and the

article. Articles knitted in “ Gossamer ”
Silk may

I be slightly damped before being ironed.

xiii
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Terms used in Crochet in this book As

confusion often arises from uncertainty as to the

names of stitches used in crochet, the following

definition of those chiefly employed is given, as

well as the abbreviations used ;

Single Crochet (s.c.).—Insert the crochet hook

into the stitch to be worked, draw the silk through

that stitch and through the silk on the hook.

Double Crochet (d.c.).

—

Insert the hook, draw

the silk through, pass the silk round the hook and

draw it through both loops on the hook.

Long Crochet (l.c.).—Pass the silk round the

hook, insert the latter, draw the silk through, pass

the silk round the hook and draw the silk through

two loops, and again through two.

Treble Crochet (x.c.).—Pass the silk round the

hook, insert the latter, draw the silk through,

pass the silk round the hook and draw the silk

through one loop, then through two, and again

through two.

Long Treble Crochet.—Pass the silk twice

round the hook, insert the latter, draw the silk

through, pass the silk round the hook and draw

the silk through two and twice again through two.

Tricot.—Having made a chain of the required

length, draw the silk through each chain, keeping

the loops on the hook, which should be a long one

and of the same thickness throughout
;
work back by
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drawing the silk through the first loop, and then

through two loops all the way back. In the next

row take up each upright loop in front of the work

keeping it on the hook as before, and work back.

The loop left on the needle counts as the first stitch

of the forward row. The forivard and backward

row in Tricot count as one.

Brioche is a term used for the following

stitch in knitting :—Bring the silk forward, slip i,

knit 2 together, repeat throughout the work. In

knitting this stitch it is necessary that the number

cast on should be divisible by three. For the sake of

finish, an extra stitch should he cast on at each end

of the row, to form an edge ;
these must always be

knitted plain.

To Wash Knitted Silk articles.—Knitted

or Crochetted Silk articles should be washed in

warm water at a temperature of about ninety degrees

Fahrenheit
;

this may always be tested by the old-

fashioned method of plunging the elbow into the

water, which should feel warm but not hot. Ofily

the purest soap should be used

;

for although all

Pearsall’s Knitting Silks are dyed with Boiling

Dyes, which will never run in washing or stain in

wearing, still the action of the strong alkalies con-

tained in many soaps, and the soda and washing

powders often employed at laundries, will be found

deleterious
;
boiling water also is very liable to

XV
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harden the texture of the Silk. Pearsall’s Pure

Curd Soap is specially manufactured for washing

Silks of all descriptions, but any genuine curd soap

will answer the purpose.

Some laundresses use a lather of bran and water,

which is an excellent substitute for soap. Others

endeavour to counteract the alkalies of the soap by

using a small proportion of vinegar or salt in the

water in which the article is washed, and this is

sometimes useful.

All rubbing must be avoided, a lather of soapsuds

being first made, and then gently worked into the

silk article with the palm of the hand. After wash-

ing the article, rinse it in clean, tepid water, squeeze

it flat between the hands but do not ivring it, then

lay it carefully between the folds of a soft cloth or

blanket, and dry quickly.

If it requires ironing, do not iron ivhilst still wet,

and observe the instructions on this subject given

above on page xiii.

xvi



LIST OF JAMES PEARSALL & CO.’S
VARIOUS KNITTING SILKS.

PEARSALL’S “EMPRESS” KNITTING SILK.
Lustrous, durable, easy to work, moderate in price. Recommended

as the most generally useful Knitting Silk. //V ALL COLOURS.

PEARSALL’S “EXTRA QUALITY” KNITTING.
A brilliant, soft Silk on reels. Will retain its lustre. More expen-

sive than “Empress,” but worth the extra cost. INAL^L COI.^OURS.

PEARSALL’S IMPERIAL KNITTING^ SILK.
A softer make than “Empress,” but less durable. LEADING

COLOURS ONLY.

PEARSALL’S TARTAN KNITTING SILK.
The “ Empress” make, but with the colours mixed in the thread,

to resemble the various Tartans.

PEARSALL’S “ PAMELA” CROCHET
A harder make, specially adapted for Crochet and Netting.

PEARSAL L’ S “ GO SSAMER ” KN ITT ING~3IL^.
A fine, soft make for Clouds, Veils, etc. In Black and Cream only.

PEARSALL’S “SOVEREIGN” WAISTCOAT
SILK.
Similar to “Extra (Quality” Knitting, but much coarser and

;

harder twisted. Suitable for Knitting or Crochet, NO'J' FOR
I WORFCING ON CLOSE CANVAS. In about 20 good Colours.

I

Wound on Reels.

:
PEARS STCOAT SILK.

j

A stout size, fairly loose in make, for thick Waistcoats. Cheaper
than the above. In about 20 leading Colours.

I

PEARSALL’S“LEVIATHAN’^KNITTINGSILK.
;

In 7''W0 sizes, “fine” and “coarse.” Specially made for Cro-
' chetting Waistcoats and for Working on Canvas. In abotti 20 good

j

Colours.

j

PEARSALL’S KNIT'ClNG sIlK PATTERN
^

CARDS. Price (>d. each.

I
All Pearsalls Knitting Silks (except Tartans)

j
are Warranted to Stand Washing, and not to Stain in Wear.

I
The above Silks and Pattern Cards can be obtained retail through

I all Berlin Wool Dealers in the United Kingdom and Colonies.
Wholesale only 71 and 72, Little Britain, London, E.C.
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No. I.

LADY’S PLAIN SILK STOCKING
WITH HEM.

Materials :—6 oz. Pearsall’s “Empress ” or “Extra

Quality” Knitting Silk. 4 Needles, No. 17.

(
The hem gives extra strength, especially with suspenders.

)

C .A.ST on, upon 2 needles, 139 stitches.

Knit I row, turn, and purl back.

Continue these 2 rows for i inch, and end by purling

2 rows consecutively. Now work in rounds, dividing

the stitches on to 3 needles, and working with the 4th.

Put 47 stitches on the ist needle, and 46 on each of

the others. Keep the ist stitch of each round as a seam

throughout the leg, by purling it in every alternate

round. Knit i inch; fold the ist inch over, with the J
plain knitted side outwards

;
take up and knit i of the

cast-on stitches with every stitch now on the needles.

This forms the hem. Now knit plain for 13 inches, and

commence to decrease as follows ; Seam stitch, knit i, i

knit 2 together, knit-Jo within 3 stitches of end of round,

knit 2 together, knit i. ^

Knit 4 rounds plain. Repeat these 5 rounds 1 5 times

more, till there are 107 stitches on the needles. Then ^

decrease in the same way, but with only 2 i-ounds be-

tween each round of decreasing, until there are 93
stitches on the needles. Then knit plain without de-

creasing, for 4 inches.

To divide for Heel.—Seam, knit 23 on i st needle,

turn, purl 23, seam, purl 23 from the 3rd needle. This

will give you 47 stitches for the heel, leaving 46 for the

instep. Knit and purl alternate rows for the heel, still

keeping the seam stitch, and always slipping the 1st .

stitch, for 46 rows. In the 46th row purl the seam stitch r

together with the one next to it, so as to lose the seam.

N.B .—The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.
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To turn the Heel.—Commencing at the knitted row
' knit 2g, knit 2 togetlier, turn.

Purl 13, purl 2 together, turn.

Knit 13, knit 2 together, turn.

Repeat these last 2 rows 13 times

more, till there are 17 stitches left.

Decrease once more in a purled row,

and end with a plain knitted row.

Divide the 16 heel stitches on to 2

needles, and with the ist needle pick up

and knit 23 stitches along the left side

of the heel ; knit 46 plain across the

instep, and with the 3rd needle pick up

and knit 23 stitches along the other
' side of the heel, in addition to the

8 already on the needle. Knit 2 rounds
'/ plain.

yd round.— Knit to within 3 stitches

,

of the end of the ist needle
;
knit 2

together, knit i. Knit instep. On the

•' 3rd needle, knit i, knit 2 together, knit

. to the end. i round plain. Repeat

these last 2 rounds 7 times more, till

there are 92 stitches in all on the

^ needles. Knit plain for 4i inches.

To decreasefor Toe.—On ist needle

knit to within 3 stitches of the end ;

knit 2 together, knit i. On instep

needle knit i, knit 2 together, knit to

within 3 stitches of the end, knit 2

together, knit i. 3rd needle, knit i,

knit 2 together, knit to end. Knit 2

rounds plain. Repeat these last 3 rounds till there are

40 stitches on the needles. Cast off and finish.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



No. II.

LADY’S PLAIN SILK STOCKING
WITH CLOCKS.

Materials :—6 oz. Pearsall’s “ Empress ” or “Extra

Quality” Knitting Silk, Myrtle; J oz. Pink, (or

other contrasting colour). 4 Needles, No. 17

or 18.

N.B .— The method below is an easy and effective

way of embroidering clocks whilst k7iitting; but if

prefe7-red, the clock stitches can be knitted.

Knit exactly as for No. I preceding; the instruc-

tions following refer to the clocks only, which

commence after the 12th decreasing, when there are

1 13 stitches on the needles.

\st rou7td with clocks .—Knit 32 stitches beyond the

seam stitch, and at the 33rd place a strand of pink

silk about 3 yards long, behind the myrtle, and bring

it forward to the front of the needle, as if you were

going to purl with it
;
knit the 33rd stitch in myrtle,

bring the pink silk across the stitch and replace it

behind the needle, but not beneath the myrtle silk.

Knit 46 in myrtle, and repeat with another strand of

pink silk. Finish the round in myrtle. Having thus

given the centre stitch of each clock, and the method of

working, the instructions following apply to the clock

stitches only, which are to be worked as described,

(not, of course, joining a new length). Work the rest

of the stocking like No. I as regards decreasing and

dividing for the heel and toe. i 7id roii7id.—Same as

1st. yd rotmd.—Beginning i stitch before the centre

of clock, work i pink, i myrtle, i pink. 4//? and yh
rou7ids .—As 1st and 2nd. bth roimd.—Same as 3rd.

•]th rotmd.— Beginning 2 stitches before the centre of

clock, work i pink, i myrtle, i pink (centre), i myrtle,

I pink. Zth round.—Same as 3rd. yh and loth

N.B.— The Instrtictions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



rowtds.—Same as ist and 2nd. wth round.—Same

as 3rd. iith rotrnd.—Same as 7th. 13//2 round.

—

Beginning 3 stitches before the centre of clock, work

I-

I

I pink, 5 myrtle, i pink. 14^/2 rotmd.—Be-

ginning 4 stitches before the centre of clock,

work I pink, 7 myrtle, i pink. \^ih round.

—Same as 13th. i 6ih round.—Beginning 2

stitches before the centre of clock, work i

pink, 3 myrtle, i pink. 17/72 round.—Same

as 3rd. iZih and i^ih rounds.— Same as ist

and 2nd. loth round.—Same as 3rd. list

round. —Same as 7th. ii 7id round.—Same
as 3rd. 7.yd ajtd i\th rounds.—Same as ist

and 2nd. Knit i round in plain myrtle. Now
make i pink stitch in the centre of the clocks,

in every other round, to form a stem, for 2

inches. Work the 4 rounds following, until

within 3 rounds of dividing for the heel, i

round plain myrtle. Repeat round 3, then

rounds i and 2. Having worked thus to

within 3 rounds of the heel, repeat the 3rd

round, then the 13th and i round of myrtle
;

in the latter, divide for the heel. In the heel,

make the 4th stitch from each end in pink, in

every knitted row, until 14 pink stitches are

worked. Then work the 3rd and 5 th stitch from

each end in pink in the next knitted row, and

in the next, again work the 4th knitted stitch

in pink
;
finish the heel in myrtle. At the

instep stitches join a second strand of silk

at the 3rd stitch from each end, and work
this in pink in every alternate round for

4 1 inches. In working the pink stitches in heel and in-

step, take care that they start immediately beto^u the

oictside pink stitch from the centre of the clocks., in the

last ankle round. End the clocks in the same way as

at the heel, and finish the foot in myrtle.

N.B.— The Instructio7is apply to Pearsall!s Silks only.



No. III.

LADY’S RIBBED SILK STOCKING.

Alaici’ia'.s : —G oz. Pearsall’s “Empress ’’ or “Extra

Quality ’’ Knitting Silk. 4 Needles, No. 18.

C AS’l’ on 139 stitches—46 on each of the first two

needles, 47 on the third or back needle.

Work in ribs of 4 plain, 2 purl, always purling the

3 centre stitches of the back needle, so that the middle

stitch of these three should be the seam stitch. Work
thus for 14 inches.

For the decrcasings : \st round.—Purl together the

2 stitches immediately before and immediately after

the scam stitch. The rest of the round as usual.

ind round.—No decrcasings. Keep the 3 purl

stitches as usual in the centre of the back needle
;

there will be i stitch less in the ribs on either side of

these.

yd rotmd.—Decrease as in the ist round.

6,th round.—No decrcasings
;

always keep the 3

centre purl stitches. Continue decreasing in this man-
ner until there are 127 stitches. Then 12 rounds with-

out decreasing.

Again decrease in every other round until there

are 115 stitches. Then 12 rounds plain, and repeat

from •*?» till there are 103 stitches. On these, rib 6

inches for the ankle.

.
To divide for iJie Heel.—Leave 25 stitches on either

side of the seam stitch (51 for the heel), and 52 stitches

for the instep. Work the heel plain, knitting forwards

and purling back for 36 rows.

To turn the Heel.—Knit 22, knit 2 together, knit to

end. You now dispose of the seam stitch by knitting

it together with the one next it.

Purl 22, purl 2 together, purl to end.

N.B.— The Instricctions apply to PearsalPs Silks only.



Knit 21, knit 2 together, knit to end.

Purl 21, pui'l 2 together, purl to end, and so on, until

there are only I2 stitches remaining. Knit i row plain.

Pick up and knit 27 stitches

on first side of heel, with the 12

already on the needle ;
rib across

the instep
;
pick up 27 on the

other side of the heel, and take

6 stitches on to your 3rd needle E
^

from the 12 left from the heel.

You have now 33 stitches on the

1st needle, 52 on the front or ff
'

instep needle, and 33 on the 3rd

IIIIIIIMll
Knit the stitches on the 1st | i|'|

and 3rd needles plain, and rib V ^ - j
?|'||

the front. After the first 2 rounds, 1? j ^ V -
J1

decrease in every alternate round M
by taking 2 together at the end

of the I St and the beginning of

the 3rd needle. Continue de-

creasing thus, until you have

104 stitches in all for the foot.

Work 5 inches, and then de-

crease for the toe (which must

be knitted plain) as follows
: j|||gj|

Knit to within 3 stitches of the

end of 1st needle, knit 2 to- S u

gether, knit i
;
on front needle,

knit I, knit 2 together, knit

plain to within 3 of the end,

knit 2 together, knit i. On 3rd needle, knit i, knit 2

together, knit plain to the end. Next round plain.

Repeat these last 2 rounds until 30 stitches are left.

Sew up and finish.

N.B.

—

T/ie Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



No. IV.

LADY’S STRIPED SILK STOCKING.

Materials ;—4 oz. Pearsall’s “Empress” or “Extra
Quality” Knitting Silk, Plum, i oz. Heliotrope,

I oz. White. 4 Needles, No. 17.

CAST on 130 stitches, 50 each on 2 needles, 30 on
one. Work a rib of 3 plain, 2 purl, in plum, for

2 inches. Then make an extra stitch, and keep this as

a seam throughout, by knitting and purling it in every

alternate round, always in plum. Knit plain in plum
for 6i inches. Then decrease in every 4th round, by '

knitting 2 together on each side of the seam, until you
have reduced to stitches.

Work a heading to the striped part of the leg, as

below (still keeping the seam). Bear in mind that the

different silks in the fancy stripes must be carried

very loosely across the back, or the stocking will not

stretch sufficiently.

ij/ round.— Knit 9 plum, i white. Repeat to end.

2nd round.— i white, 7 plum, i white, i helio-

trope, I white, repeat from End with i heliotrope.

yd round.—Same as ist.

4//i round.—9 plum, i heliotrope. Repeat to end.

^th round.—Same as ist.

6th j'ound.— 4 plum, i white, 4 plum, i helio-

trope. Repeat from ff>-.

’]th round.— 4 plum, i heliotrope, 4 plum, i

white. Repeat from

8th roiind.—Same as 6th.

Then work a stripe of alternate stitches of white and
heliotrope in i round, and heliotrope and white in the

next, for 6 rounds.

After the stripe, work a set of dots as follows :

\st round.—9 plum, i heliotrope. Repeat.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



/

ind round.—4 plum, I heliotrope, 9 plum, i helio-

trope, repeat from End with 5 plum.

2, 7'd round.—9 plum, i white. Repeat.

4^ round.—4 plum, i white, g plum, i white.

1

repeat from End with 5 plum.
5^'/2 round.—Same as 3rd.

j" Now work 20 rounds in plum,

decreasing as before in every 4th

round
;
you will thus decrease 10

stitches more in this plain stripe.

Now work a set of dots from the 5th

round, back to the ist. Work 6

rounds of the mixed heliotrope and
white stripe as before, and another

set of dots, beginning from the ist

round, and working to the 5th. These
two sets of dots, with the mixed
centre, will be called the fancy stripe.

Repeat from "j" twice more.

Then work 20 rounds of plum, a

fancy stripe, and 10 rounds of plum
without decreasing.

To divide for the Heel (to be all

plum).—Having 91 stitches on the

needles, take 23 on each side of the

seam for the heel, 45 in all. Leave

46 for the instep. Work backwards

and forwards, in alternate rows of

knit and purl, on the 45 heel stitches,

for 46 rows. In the 46th, purl the

seam stitch together with the one

next it, so as to lose the seam.

To turn the Heel.—Commencing at the knitted line.

knit 28, knit 2 together, turn.

Purl 13, purl 2 together, turn.

Knit 13, knit 2 together, turn.

N.B.— The Instricctio7is apply to PearsalPs Silks 07ily.



Purl 13, purl 2 together, turn.

Repeat these last 2 rows until there are only 14

stitches left on the needles. Divide these 14 stitches

on to 2 needles, and, with the ist, pick up and knit 23

stitches along the left side of the heel. Knit across

the instep, and pick up the 23 stitches along the other

side of the heel, with the 7 remaining from the heel.

Work 2 rounds plain, in plum. Then decrease for

the gusset by knitting 2 together at the end of the ist

and at the beginning of the 3rd (the two heel needles),

in every round for 8 rounds. This will bring you to

the end of the plum stripe.

Now work alternate fancy and plain stripes twice

over, and commence to decrease for the toe. A 3rd

fancy stripe must be worked during the decreasing.

On ist needle, knit to within 3 stitches of the end,

knit 3 together, knit i. On 2nd or instep needle,

knit I, knit 2 together, knit to within 3 of end, knit 2

together, knit i. On 3rd needle, knit i, knit 3 together,

knit to end. Knit 2 rounds plain. Repeat these 3

rounds until there are 36 stitches remaining, cast off

and finish. The toe must of course be knitted in plum.

N.B .— The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



No. V.

GIRL’S OPEN-WORK SILK
STOCKING.

Materials :—5I oz. Pearsall’s “ Empress ” or “Extra
Quality” Knitting Silk. 4 Needles, No. lyoriS.

CAST on 133 stitches—45 on ist needle, 44 on 2nd,

and 44 on 3rd. Keep the ist stitch as a seam
stitch throughout by purling it in every alternate round.

isi round.—Knit 2, purl 2. Repeat this rib until

you have worked 2 inches. Then knit plain rounds

(keeping the seam stitch) for 10 inches more, and
begin decreasing as follows :—Knit 2 stitches beyond
the seam stitch, slip i, knit i, draw the slip stitch over,

knit plain till within 4 stitches of the end of round,

knit 2 together, knit 2.

Knit 6 rounds without decreasing.

Continue as above, with 6 plain rounds after each

decreased round, until the stitches are reduced to 106.

Pnttern : \st round.—Seam stitch, knit 2 plain, de-

crease as before, knit 10 plain, 4’-, slip i, knit i, pass

the slip stitch over, make i (by bringing the silk in

front), knit 2, repeat from to within 14 stitches of

the end, knit 10 plain, knit 2 together, knit 2.

ind round.—Seam, knit 13 knit 2, make i, knit

2 together, repeat from End with 13 plain.

Repeat these two Pattern rounds without decreasing,

for 6 rounds, keeping the seam stitch and 13 plain on

each side of it.

Decrease again in the 9th, i6th, and 23rd rounds,

the intermediate rounds having no decreasings, and
the pattern being continued throughout.

After the last decrease there will be only 10 plain

stitches on each side of the seam, and the total number
on the needles will be loi. Continue to knit the 2

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



pattern rounds, without any decreasings, till there are

6 inches in all of open work. When you have worked

thus far, your stocking, from the very top, should mea-

sure 21 inches.

To dividefo7' the Heel.—Knit 26 stitches

beyond the seam stitch, turn, purl back

these 26 stitches, seam, and purl 26 beyond.

There will thus be 53 stitches fortheheel,

leaving, on another needle, 48 for instep,

On the 53 heel stitches, knit and purl alter-

nate rows till you have worked 44 rows.

The 1st stitch of every row should be

slipped to make a firm edge for picking up.

To item the Heel.—Knit to 3 beyond

the seam stitch, knit 2 together, knit i,

turn. Purl 9, purl 2 together, purl i, turn.

Knit 10, knit 2 together, knit i, turn.

Purl II, purl 2 together, purl i, turn.

Continue to work thus, with one more
stitch after each turn, till 28 stitches are

left, i.e., 14 on each heel needle.

Take up and knit 22 stitches from first

side of heel, work the pattern across the

48 instep stitches, take up and knit 22

stitches on the other side of heel. There
will now be 36 stitches on each of the

back needles, making a total of 72 stitches

for the sole of the foot.

Foi- the Gusset.—Knit 3 rounds without

decreasing. Then decrease in every other

round, at the end of ist and beginning of 3rd needle,

till the stitches for the sole are reduced to 52, making
a total of 100 stitches on the 3 needles. Work, without

decreasing, for 3 inches.

For the Toe (which is knitted plain).—Knit 12

rounds plain. Then transfer 7 stitches from each end

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



of the front needle to the back needles
;
there will thus

be 34 stitches on the front and 33 on each of the back
needles. Work, on each needle, as follows :—Knit i,

knit 2 together, knit to within 3 stitches of end, knit 2

together, knit i, thus decreasingb stitches in the round.

Knit 6 rounds plain. Then decrease on each needle

as before, and knit 5 rounds plain. Continue in this

manner, with i plain round less between each decreased

round ; at last decrease in every other round until the

stitches are reduced to 10 on the front needle, and 9 on
each of the back, 28 in all. Sew up and finish.

N.B.— The Inslniciions afeply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



No. VI.

LITTLE GIRL’S RIBBED SILK
STOCKING.

Materials :—3J0Z. Pearsall’s “ Empress” or “Extra
Quality” Knitting Silk. 4 Needles, No. 17.

CAST on 105 stitches
; 39 on the ist, 33 on each of

the other 2 needles.

IJ/ 7'ound.—Purl i, knit 6, purl 2, knit 3, repeat

from to within 8 stitches of end; purl 2, knit 6.

Continue to work in this manner for 10 inches. The
1st stitch is to be kept as a seam throughout, by

knitting and purling it alternately. On either side of

it, the 6 plain knitted stitches will form a broad rib

down the back of the stocking.

To decrease for the Ankle : \st round.—Seam, knit

2 together, knit 4, rib as usual to the last 2 stitches of

the round
;
knit these 2 together.

Knit 6 rounds without decreasing.

Continue to decrease thus, with 6 rounds between

each decreasing round, until you have entirely lost the

wide rib at the back of the stocking, and i purl stitch

on each side of it. Keep the seam. You will now
have 91 stitches on the needles. Work 3^ inches,

without decreasing, for ankle.

To dividefor Heel.—Take 22 stitches on either side

of the seam—45 for heel, 46 for instep. On the 45

heel stitches work alternate rows of plain and purl,

always slipping the ist stitch of each row and keeping

the seam, for 32 rows.

To lur7i the Heel: \st row .—Knit 24, knit 2 to-

gether, knit I, turn.

I 7id row .—Purl 5, purl 2 together, purl l, turn.

yd row .—Knit 6, knit 2 together, knit i, turn.

4M row .—Purl 7, purl 2 together, purl i, turn.

N.B .—The Instruciio7is apply to Pearsall’s Silks 07ily.



Continue working thus, until you have reduced to

25. Knit I row plain. Take 12 of these stitches on

the ist needle, and, with it, pick up and knit 16 stitches

along the side of the heel. Rib the instep, remember-
ing that it begins and ends with 2

knit stitches. With the 3rd needle

take up and knit 16 stitches along

the other side of heel
;
add to these

the remaining 13 stitches from the

heel, knitting the first 2 stitches to-

gether so as to reduce the number
to 12. There are now 56 stitches on

the 2 back needles. The sole of the

foot is to be knitted plain, the instep

ribbed.

To shape the Gusset.—Work i

round without decreasing. Then
knit 2 together at the end of ist

and beginning of 3rd needle. De-
crease thus in every alternate round

until there are 44 stitches on the

back needles, 90 in all.

Continue without decreasing for

3 inches.

To dividefor the Toe (which must

be knitted plain).—Knit plain to

centre of instep, then, beginning

from this point, place 30 stitches on

each of the 3 needles.

1st round.—Knit 2 together at

the beginning and end of each needle. 3 rounds plain.

Repeat these 4 rounds twice more.

Then decrease 3 times with 2 plain rounds between
each decreasing round. Now decrease every alternate

round until 30 stitches are left on the needles. Cast off

and finish.

N.B.— The IAstructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.



No. VII.

OPEN-WORK SILK STOCKING FOR
A CHILD OF THREE YEARS.

Materials ;

—

2^ oz. Pearsall’s “Empress” cr “Extra

Quality” Knitting Silk. 4 Needles each Nos. 18

and ig. (For a tight knitter, Nos. 17 and 18 )

CAST on 81 stitches—27 on each of 3 No. 18 needles.

Knit I round plain.

Purl the next round, knit 2 rounds plain.

Knit a row of holes as follows :
— silk in front,

knit 2 together, knit 2 plain. Repeat from to end

of round.

Knit 3 rounds plain, purl i round, knit i round, and

commence pattern, which is carried out all through

the leg. Nine stitches make i pattern.

Ij/ ro^md.— silk in front, knit l, silk in front,

knit I, silk in front, knit i, knit 2 together 3 times.

Repeat from to end of round.

2nd round.—Plain knitting.

Repeat these 2 rounds for 6 inches. Now transfer

the stitches to No. 19 needles, on which the rest of the

stocking must be knitted, and with them work 4 inches.

To divide for Heel.— Keep, for heel, 45 stitches,

leaving 36 stitches for the instep. Work on the heel

stitches, alternate rows of knit and purl for 32 rows,

slipping the ist stitch of each row.

To turn the Heel.—Knit 29 stitches, knit 2 together,

turn.

Purl 14, purl 2 together, turn.

Knit 14, knit 2 together, turn.

Purl 14, purl 2 together, turn.

Continue to decrease in this manner until there are

only 14 stitches left.

Pick up and knit 16 stitches on the left side of the

heel
;
work pattern across the instep, pick up and knit

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



i6 stitches from the other (or right) side of the heel,

and work on to this needle 7 stitches from the 14 left

after turning the heel. This gives you 46 stitches on
the 2 heel needles. Work i round plain, and in the

next round decrease for the gusset by knitting to within

3 stitches of the end of the left heel needle
;
knit 2

together, knit i. Knit pattern across the instep
; on

the next needle knit i, knit 2 together, knit to end.

Work the next round, which is a plain

one, without decreasing.

Repeat these 2 rounds until you have
reduced to 36 stitches on the back

needles.

You now come to a part of the stock-

ing which requires careful knitting, and
for which the instructions must be pre-

cisely followed. The pattern has hitherto

run diagonally round the leg
;
to keep

it to the instep only, it must be worked
exactly as follows, otherwise the pattern

will run under the foot on one side.

For the sake of clearness, the instep

needle, on which the pattern is worked,

will in future be described as the ist

needle, and the 2 back needles as 2nd
and 3rd.

1st roimd.—On ist needle, knit i, silk

in front, knit I, silk in front, knit i, knit 2 together

three times. Work the pattern, as usual, 3 times.

On the 2nd needle, silk in front, knit i, knit the rest of

the round plain.

2nd round.—Plain.

yd rotmd.— ist needle, knit i, silk in front, knit i,

knit 2 together 3 times. Work the pattern, as usual,

3 times. On the 2nd needle, silk in front, knit i, silk

in front, knit i. Knit the rest of the round plain.

c

N.B.

—

The Instructio 7is apply to Pearsall's Silks only.



4//i round.—Plain.

<^th ro2ind.— ist needle, knit 2 together 3 times.

Work the pattern, as usual, 3 times. On the 2nd

needle, silk in front, knit i, silk in front, knit i, silk in

front, knit i. Knit the rest of the round plain.

bth round.—Plain.

•jth roimd.— ist needle, knit i, knit 2 together. Work
the pattern, as usual, 3 times. On the 2nd needle, silk

in front, knit I, silk in front, knit i, silk in front, knit i,

knit 2 together twice. Knit the rest of the round plain.

%th roimd.—Plain.

g/A round.— ist needle, knit 2 stitches, and slip them

on to the 3rd needle. Work the pattern, as usual, 3

times. On the 2nd needle, silk in front, knit i, silk in

front, knit i, silk in front, knit i, knit 2 together 3

times. Slip these 9 stitches on to the ist needle, and

finish the round plain. This will re-adjust the pattern

in the rigli*- slope, and you will find that you again

have 36 pattern stitches on the first needle, and 36

plain for the sole.

\oth round.—Plain.

Repeat these 10 rounds 3 times more. Then de-

crease for the toe, which must be knitted plain, as

follows :—On ist needle, knit i, knit 2 together, knit

to within 3 of end, knit 2 together, knit i. On 2nd
needle, knit 1, knit 2 together, knit plain to end. On
3rd needle, knit plain to within 3 of end, knit 2 together,

knit I. One round plain.

Repeat these 2 rounds until the stitches are reduced

to 24. Sew up and finish.

N.B.

—

-The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.





No. VIII.

OPEN-WORK SILK SOCK FOR A
BABY.

Materials:— i oz. Pearsall’s “Empress” or ‘‘Extra

Quality” Knitting Silk. 4 Needles, No. 17 or 18.

CAST on, loosely, 60 stitches. Work 8 rounds in a

rib of 2 knit, 2 purl.

Knit 4 plain rounds, and commence the pattern

thus :
—‘Jf, silk in front, knit 2 together, knit 2 together,

silk in front, knit i, repeat from Next round plain.

Repeat these two rounds for 3 inches, or 4 if a longer

sock is required.

Dividefor the Heel by placing 30 stitches on the and

needle, and working on the 2 back needles for the

heel. On these, knit and purl in alternate rows for 26

rows.

To turn the Heel.—Knit 19, knit 2 together, turn.

Purl 9, purl 2 together, turn.

Knit 9, knit 2 together, turn.

Purl 9, purl 2 together, turn. 1

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



Continue thus until only lo stitches remain. Pick

up and knit with the lo stitches left, 13 from the ist

side of the heel
;
knit in pattern across the instep, and

pick up and knit 13 stitches from the other side of the

heel. Take 5 stitches from the 10 which were left

after turning the heel, and place them on the 3rd

needle. There will now be 18 stitches on the ist

needle, 30 on the 2nd or instep needle, and 1 8 on the

3rd. Decrease for the gusset at the end of the ist

and the beginning of the 3rd needle in each alternate

round, until there are 60 stitches in all on the needles.

Work li inches for the foot, keeping the pattern

across the instep. Knit the toe plain, and decrease

for it in every alternate I'ound, by knitting 2 together

at the end of the ist, at the beginning and end of the

2nd, and at the beginning of the 3rd needle, until there

are 16 stitches left. Sew up and finish.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



No. IX.

GENTLEMAN’S PLAIN SILK SOCK.

Materials;—40Z. Pearsall’s “ Empress ” or “Extra
Quality ” Knitting Silk. 4 Needles, No. 17 or 18.

CAST on 120 stitches, 40 on each of three needles.

\st roicnd.—Knit 2, purl 2. Continue this rib

for 3 inches.

Now make a seam stitch by knitting twice into the

1st stitch of the ist needle. Knit in plain rounds for

6 inches, keeping the seam stitch by knitting and
purling it in alternate rounds.

To divide for the Heel.—Knit, on ist needle, 30

stitches beyond the seam stitch, and place the remain-

ing 10 stitches on the 2nd, or front needle. Purl

back to seam stitch
;

knit this plain, and purl 30

stitches on the 3rd needle, placing the remaining 10

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



on the 2nd needle. You have now 6o stitches for

the instep, and 6 1 for the heel.

On the 6i stitches knit and purl in alternate rows for

44 rows. Always slip the ist stitch of each row, and

retain the seam stitch by purling it in the knitted row,

and knitting it in the purled row.

To turn the Heel.—Knit 30, knit together the seam

stitch and the one next it (in order to lose the seam

stitch), knit 2 together, knit i, turn.

Puid 4, purl 3 together, purl i, turn.

Knit 5, knit 2 together, knit i, turn.

Continue to work thus, decreasing i stitch in each

row, with I more stitch each time before the decreasing,

until there remain 30 stitches on the needles.

For the Foot.—Pick up, with the ist needle (on

which there are 15 of the stitches left from the heel)

22 stitches down the side of the heel. Knit plain

across the instep, and pick up, with the 3rd needle,

22 stitches on the other side, with the remaining 15

left from the heel. Knit 2 rounds plain, and shape

the foot by decreasing a stitch at the end of ist, and

beginning of 3rd needle, in every 3rd round, until

the total number of stitches is again 130. Woj-k 51.

inches plain, and decrease for the toe by k-nitting 2

stitches together at the end of ist needle, beginning

and end of 2nd, and beginning of 3rd, in every alter-

nate round. When there ace 40 stitches left, cast

off and,, sew up.

N.B.

—

The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks ottly.

>



No. X.

GENTLEMAN’S PLAIN SILK SOCK
WITH CLOCKS.

Materials :—4 oz. Pearsall’s “Empress” or “Extra
Quality” Knitting Silk, Black,- and i-oz. Car-

dinal. 4 Needles, No. 18.

TJ'OLLOW instructions No. IX until the sock mea-
-I sures from the top 4^ inches, then commence the

clocks. Thefollowing- histructions are for the clocks

only

;

in every other respect the sock is to be worked
exactly as No. IX.

1st and ind rounds.—(With clocks.) Knit 29 stitches

beyond the seam. Join a length of cardinal silk, and

with it knit 1. Knit 60 black, join another length of

cardinal, and knit i. Knit 29 black and the seam. In
;

the second round you do not of course Join fresh silk.

yd and 4th rounds.—Knit 28 black, i cardinal,

I black, I cardinal
;
knit in black to within i of the V

N.B.— The lnstructio7is apply to Pearsall’s Silks only. (;

I
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next clock, when you repeat the 3 clock stitches just

described.

Ith and 6th rounds.—Knit 27 black, i cardinal, i

black, I cardinal, i black, i cardinal
;
knit in black to

within I stitch of the next clock, and repeat these 5

clock stitches. In the ne.xt rounds the clock stitches

only will be given, the rest of the rounds being worked

in black as usual.

•jth a 7id ?itli rounds.—Beginning i stitch further from

the centre of the clock, knit i cardinal, i black,

I cardinal, repeat from twice.

qth round.—Beginning i stitch further from the

centre, knit i cardinal, I black, I cardinal, repeat

from 3 times.

loth and i \th rounds.—Beginning at the same stitch

as last round, knit i cardinal, 3 black, i cardinal (centre),

3 black, I cardinal.

Now work I cardinal stitch only in the centre of each

clock for 6 rounds, to form a stem.

\Zth and iqth rotmds.—Same as 2nd and 3rd.

Repeat these last 8 rounds for the rest of the leg, and

end with rounds 2, 4 and 6 before dividing for the heel.

Knit the heel by instructions No. IX. Work the 3rd

stitch from each end in cardinal, for 38 rows. In the

39th row work the 2nd and 4th stitches from each end

in cardinal. Finish the heel in plain black.

When the instep stitches are to be knitted, join

another strand of cardinal on the 3rd stitch from each

end of the instep, and work these stitches in cardinal

for 4 inches. End the clocks by working the 2nd and

4th stitches in cardinal, and finish the rest of the foot

in black.

i.

i

i

(

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.



No. XL

GENTLEMAN’S SILK SOCK WITH
FANCY FRONT.

Materials 1— 31 oz. Pearsall’s “Empress ” cr “Extra
Quality ’’ Knitting Silk, Black, and 1 oz. each
White and Scarlet. 4 Needles, No. 18.

CAST on 120 stitches, and work in a rib of 2 knit, 2

purl, for 3 inches. In the next round, increase

2 stitches, and keep i of these for a seam stitch. Knit

plain for i inch.

Begin the Pattern. It will be found easier in working
with several colours, to cut the silks for the pattern

into lengths of about 2 yards each, knotting the end to

prevent its ravelling. Each length of silk must be

cut from the ball after a stitch or two has been worked
with it. This ensures the knitting being worked from
the right end of the silk, which is important to pre-

vent its rubbing. By this plan the thick and some-
times uneven effect caused by the crossing of the

threads at the back of the work, will be avoided. In

beginning the first three or four sets of the fancy pat-

terns, a fresh length ofeach colour should be started, and
afterwards carried diagonally into the rows following.

isi round of patter7i.—Knit 59 stitches from the

seam stitch. Then knit i white, i black (centre), i

white
;
this gives you the central point of the pattern.

The instructions will now refer only to the pattern, as

the rest of the sock is knitted plain.

ind round of pattern.—Knit i white under the

central stitch, i black, i white.

yd roujid.—Knit i white one stitch further along

than the ist white stitch of the last round i black,

I white.

N.B.

—

The Instru-cUons -apply to PearsalPs Silks only.



i\th round.—Again knit these 3 stitches moving them

I further along. These 4 rounds form one pattern. Knit

6 rounds plain.

You now come to the and set of patterns. Com-
mence this set 9 stitches before the last pattern, or on

the 51st stitch from the seam. Knit i white, i black,

I white
;
6 black

;
i red, i black,

I red
;
6 black

;
i white, i blackj

I white.

Repeat these stitches in the

next 3 rounds, remembering to

move them i further along each

time. Work 6 rounds plain.

Begin the 3rd set of patterns

9 stitches further back than the

and. This set consists of 5 pat-

terns, beginning and ending with

a white one. For the rest of the

leg, each set of patterns consists

of 5, beginning at the
'

same stitch, the ist

pattern being red in

one set, and white in

the next. Work the length of the leg and the heel

according to Instructions No. IX and the foot also,

keeping the pattern on the instep. After eight or

ten sets of patterns have been worked on the foot, ac-

cording to the length required, work a set of three

patterns, and then a single pattern, as at the beginning

of the leg. Finish the foot according to Instructions

No. IX.

N.B.— The Instriictions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.



No. XII.

GENTLEMAN’S SILK SOCK WITH
SPOTTED FRONT.

Materials :—3J oz. Pearsall’s “Empress” or “Extra
Quality ” Knitting Silk, Black, and i oz. Gold,

or any colour preferred. 4 Needles, No. 17 or 18.

Follow instructions No. IX throughout this sock.

The directions which follow are for the Fancy
Front.

Cast on, in B (black), 120 stitches, and after ribbing

or 3 inches, make 2 stitches, one for the seam and

the other to make the numbers for the pattern correct,

and divide them thus
: 40 on the ist needle, 41 on

the front or instep needle, and 41 on the 3rd needle, the

odd stitch on the 3rd needle to be kept as a seam
throughout the leg. The instructions are given for the

N.B .— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



6 1 stitches which will be the instep later on, and begin

after the 30th stitch from the seam. Knit inches

in plain black after the ribbing.

1st roiind of patterii .—(After the 30th stitch from the

seam) 5 B, i G, 9 B, i G, repeat from 4 times

more, end with 5 B.

2)td round.—4 B, 3 G, 4-j 7 3 G, repeat from *}<• 4

times more, end with 4 black.

yd roiciid.—^Same as i st.

1 roimdplain.—Repeat these 4 rounds.

2 rounds plain.

11th, \2ih and ijlh rounds .—Same as ist, 2nd and

3rd rounds.

3 rounds plain.

ijth round.— 10 B, i G, .{<•, 9 B, i G, repeat from->i}<'

3 times more, end with 10 B.

\%th round.—

^

B, 3 G, -4^, 7 B, 3 G, repeat from 3

times more, end with 9 B.

197/2 round.—Same as 17th.

3 rounds plain.

Repeat from the i ith to the 22nd round inclusive, all

down the front of the leg and instep, until the de-

creasing for the toe.

f

!

N.B.

—

The Insiruciions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



No. XIII.

GENTLEMAN’S RIBBED SILK
SOCK.

Materials :—4 oz. Pearsall’s “Empress” or “Extra
Quality” Knitting. 4 Needles each Nos. 17

and 18.

O N needles No. 18 cast on 130 stitches—43 on the

1st, 44 on the 2nd, and 43 on the 3rd needle.

Knit in ribs of i knit, i purl, for 3 inches. Then work
with needles No. 17, in ribs of 3 knit, 2 purl, for 6

inches more, giving a total length of 9 inches.

Divide for the heel as follows :

Rib 33 stitches on the ist needle, and slip the re-

maining 10 on to the 2nd needle for the instep. Turn,
and rib back these 33 stitches, and, with them, 35
stitches from the 3rd needle, slipping the remaining 8

stitches on to the 2nd needle for the instep. You will

thus have 68 stitches for the heel, and 62 for the

N.B .— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



V

instep. Continue to rib the heel for 40 rows, always

slipping the ist stitch of each row.

For turning the heel, work in alternate knit and

purl rows as follows :

isi row .—Knit 45, knit 2 together, turn.

ind row .—Purl 23, purl 3 together, turn.

•^rd row .—Knit 23, knit 2 together, turn.

&,th row .—Purl 23, purl 2 together, turn.

Repeat the last two rows until there are only 24

stitches left on the heel. Take up 20 stitches on each

side of the heel, which, with the 24 stitches left, will

give a total of 64 stitches on the two back needles.

Work the sole of the foot plain, and rib the 62 stitches

for the instep. Work two rounds without decreasing.

To shape the gusset, knit, on the ist needle, to within

3 stitches of the end, knit 2 together, knit i, rib across

the instep. On 3rd needle knit i, knit 2 together, knit

to end. Work 2 rounds without decreasing.

Repeat these 3 rounds until you have decreased the

number of stitches on the two back needles to 58—total

for the foot, 120. Work without decreasing for 4 inches.

Knit the toe plain. Begin by knitting 8 rounds plain.

Decrease as follows :—On ist needle, knit to within

3 stitches of end, knit 2 together, knit i. On 2nd

needle, knit i, knit 2 together, knit to within 3 of end,

knit 2 together, knit i. On third needle, knit i, knit 2

together, knit plain to end. Knit one round plain.

Repeat these two rounds until there are 40 stitches

left. Cast off and finish.

N.B.— The Instmctions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



No. XIV.

GENTLEMAN’S FANCY STRIPED
SILK SOCK.

Materials ;—For Ground, 2j oz. Pearsall’s “ Em-
press ” or “Extra Quality ’’ Knitting Silk, colour

A. For Horizontal Stripe, i oz. colour B. For
Diagonal Stripe, i oz. C. 4 Needles, No. 17 or 18.

CAST on, in A, 126 stitches—42 on each of the

3 needles. Work a rib of 4 plain, 3 purl, for a

length of 2i Inches.

For the Pattern, ist round.— <$<•, knit 5 A, purl 2 C,

repeat from to end of round.

2nd round.—Begin with I purl in C, then continue

to knit 5 A, purl 2 C, which will move the stitches one

along each time. The round will end with i purl C.

Work thus all through the Pattern, moving the purl

stitches one further on in each round, so as to have

diagonal stripes of C purl stitches all round the sock.

After 10 rounds thus, join B, and with it work the

plain stitches for 10 rounds, the purl stitches being

always in C. Continue in this manner, with a back-

ground of plain stitches in alternate stripes of A and

B of 10 rounds each. When you have worked 10 or

12 stripes, according to length required, ending with

a B stripe, divide for the heel as follows :

—

Leave 63 stitches on the front needle for the instep,

and 63 on the two back needles, for the heel.

Knit the heel in A, in alternate plain and purl rows,

for 42 rows, always slipping the first stitch of each

row. Knit 33 stitches, knit 2 together, knit i, turn.

Purl 5, purl 2 together, purl i, turn. Knit 6, knit 2

together, knit i, turn.

Continue thus until you have deci'eased to 33
stitches. Take up, on the two heel needles, 21 stitches

N.B.

—

The Instructio7is apply to Pearsall's Silks only.
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on each side of the heel, which with the 33 already on,

gives a total of 75 stitches.

The foot is worked in two separate pieces, each on 2

needles, until the toe is reached, when it will again be

worked on 4 needles round and round.

For the Sole .—Work with A the 75 stitches in alter-

nate knit and purl rows, knitting 2 stitches together

at the beginning and end of each knitted row until

63 are left. Then work, without decreasing, for

4i inches. Leave these stitches on one

needle, and proceed to work the instep in

the pattern, beginning with the A stripe.

Work the instep backwards and forwards, ra

keeping the pattern
;
you will of course,

in the backward row, have to knit the

stitches previously purled and purl those

knitted. Work thus for 5? inches, ending

with an A stripe. Break off and finish the

C and B, and arrange the stitches on three

needles for the toe, which must be worked

in A. To divide the stitches,

commence at the 32nd stitch of

the instep and put 42 stitches on

each of the three needles. Work
2 rounds plain. Then on each

needle, knit i, knit 2 together, knit plain to within

3 stitches of the end, knit 2 together, knit i.

Having decreased thus, work 8 rounds plain. De-
crease again and work 7 rounds plain. Continue

working with i round less between each decreasing,

until you decrease in every other round. When the

stitches are reduced to 40 cast off and finish. The
foot should work out to about 9j to 10 inches.

Note.—The diagonal or purl stripe is intended to

have a broken or serrated edge. If a perfectly straight

line is preferred, knit instead of purl the stitches in

colour C.

N.B .— The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.
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No. XV.

BOY’S SILK SOCK IN HORIZONTAL
STRIPES.

Materials:—ij or 2 oz. Pearsall’s “Empress” or
“ Extra Quality ” Knitting Silk, colour A
(maroon), one i oz. each colours B (white), C
(myrtle), and D (flesh). 4 Needles, No. 17 or 18.

CAST on 92 stitches— 28 on first needle, 32 on each

of two others.

Work in a rib of 2 knit, 2 purl, for 2 inches, in

colour A.

Then make a seam by picking up the back of the

1st stitch on the ist needle—this stitch is to be knitted

and purled alternately.

The rest of the sock is in plain knitting.

Knit 12 rounds in colour A.

I round in colour B.

2 rounds in colour C.

2 rounds in colour D.

2 rounds in colour C.

I round in colour B.

Join each new colour at the seam stitch by knitting

or purling the stitch with the two colours, i.e., the

colour just used, and the one^jtisi to be used.

Repeat these 20 rounds 3 times more.

To dividefor the Heel., which is worked in colour A.

—Take 23 stitches each side of the seam stitch. The
total is now 47 for the heel, 46 for the instep.

On the 47 stitches for the heel, knit and purl alter-

nate rows for 38 rows, always slipping the ist stitch of

each row. Before turning the heel, knit together the

seam stitch and the stitch beyond it.

To turn the Heel.— \st row

;

knit 30, knit 2 to-

gether, turn.

N.B.

—

The histrtictio7is apply to PearsalPs Silks only.



7.nd row : purl 14, purl 3 together, turn.

yd row

:

knit 14, knit 2 together, turn.

Repeat these last 2 rows until 14 stitches are left on

the needles. Pick up and knit 19 stitches on each side

of heel
;

this will make 52 stitches on the two back

needles.

To shape the Gusset.—Knit i round

plain.

In the next round, decrease i stitch

at the end of the ist and at the begin-

ning of the 3rd needle.

Decrease thus in every 3rd round

until there are 90 stitches in all on the

needles.

The foot is, of course, knitted in

stripes all round, to correspond with the

;

leg, as far as the toe
;

the latter must
be knitted in colour A.

When three sets of

J

stripes (counting from the

1st round of the instep) are

knitted, commence the toe. Knit 12 rounds in colour

A after the last stripe, before commencing to decrease,

i
If an extra length is required, add i more stripe to both

leg and foot
;
the length of leg, as given above, is yi

inches (to top of heel), the length of foot 8 inches

(from back of heel).

To decreasefor the Toe.—Knit 3 stitches together at

the end of the ist needle, at the beginning and end of

the 2nd, and at the beginning of the 3rd. Decrease
thus in every other round, until the stitches are re-

duced to 36. Cast off and finish.

t

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



No. XVI.

BOY’S SILK SOCK WITH FANCY
FRONT.

Materials:—3 oz. Pearsall’s “Empress” or “Extra

Quality” Knitting Silk, Black, and i oz. any
selected colour. 4 Needles, No. 17 or 18.

{B stands for Blacky Cfor colour.)

'"T'HIS sock is shaped in the same way as No. XV,
J- the fancy pattern being worked on the front of

the leg and instep, as follows :

Cast on, in B, 92 stitches and divide thus :—23 on

the first needle, 46 on the 2nd, 23 on the 3rd. The

Pattern will always be worked on the 46 stitches, and

the instructions only apply to these. After working

the 3 inches of ribbing, work i inch in plain B, and

commence the Pattern thus :

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.
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1st rotmd.—Knit i B, i c, 9 B, i C, repeat from

3 times, end with 4 B. This makes five sprigs in all.

2nd round.- -1 C, i B, i C, 7 B, i C, i B, i c, re-

peat from •>{<• 3 times, end with 3 B.

yd round.-— B, i C, •^, g B, i c, repeat from 3

times, end with 2 B.

yh round.—4 B, i c, 9 B, i c, repeat from 3

times, end with i B.

^th round.—3 B, 3 C, 7 B, 3 c, repeat from 3

times.

(sth round.— 4 B, i c, 9 B, i C, repeat from 3

times, end with i B. Work 3 rounds in plain B.

Repeat these g rounds throughout the leg and instep
;

the toe to be worked in plain B.

N.B.—To avoid carrying the coloured silk along the

back of the sock, a separate length of 2 yards of silk

should be joined in every spray of the ist round of

Pattern, and afterwards carried down perpendicularly.

N.B.

—

The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



No. XVIlA.

KNITTED SAILOR’S - KNOT TIE,
PLAIN, IN TWO WIDTHS.

Materials:— i oz. Pearsall’s “ Empress ’ or “Extra
Quality” Knitting Silk. 4 Needles, No. 18.

The following are easy directions for a Silk Tie in

Plain Knitting. Two widths are given, the only

difference being in the number of stitches cast on, and

the number of decreasings and increasings.

TPIE BROADER TIE (about 2 inches wide).

Cast on 56 stitches, 28 on the first needle, 14 on each

of the other two needles. Knit 16 inches plain. Then
begin to decrease for the neck as follows :—Knit 2

together at the beginning and end of the first needle,

at the beginning of the second, and at the end of the

third. Knit 4 rounds plain. Repeat the decreasing

round 8 times more, always with 4 plain rounds after

each. There will now be 20 stitches on the needles.

Knit plain on these 20 stitches for about 1 5 inches (more

or less as may be required), measured when the work

is stretched to its fullest extent.

To increase for the other end of the Tie ;—On the

first needle knit i, pick up the loop below the stitch

you have just knitted and knit it from the back, knit to

within one stitch of the end, pick up the loop below

that and knit it from the back, knit the last stitch
;
on

the second needle knit i, increase in the manner first

described, knit plain to the end
;
on the third needle

knit plain to within one stitch of the end, and increase

in the second manner described. Knit 4 rounds plain.

Repeat the increasing round 8 times more, with 4
plain rounds between, when the stitches will again

number 56. Knit plain for 10 inches and cast off.

N.B.— T/ie Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.

I



THE NARROWER TIE (about i inches wide).

Cast on 44 stitches, 22 on the first needle, 1 1 on each

of the others. Work as directed for the Broader Tie,

except that you should have six decreasings only, with

five plain rounds between, and six increasings also,

with five plain rounds between. The length of both

Ties should be the same, and it must always be

remembered to measure them when fully stretched, as

knitting stretches so much, that unless this is done,

the Tie will soon become considerably too long.

N.B .—The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only

.

L
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No. XVIlB.

KNITTED SAILOR’S- KNOT TIE
(NARROW), IN DOUBLE KNITTING,
STRIPED OR PLAIN.

these stripes for i8

Materials : — If Plain, i

oz. Pearsall’s “Extra
Quality ” or “ Em-
press ” Knitting Silk.

If Striped,
. J oz. in

addition of the colour

stripe desired. 2

Needles, No. 18.

( This Tie is about ij inches

wide.

)

The directions below are

for horizontal stripes,

but if the Tie is desired plain,

the stripes can be omitted,

i.e. the rows in colour B

should be worked with colour

A.

Cast on, in colour A, 30
stitches. Double knitting is

worked as follows :— Silk in

front, slip I, silk back, knit

I. This is repeated through-

out. Work 6 rows colour

A, I row colour B, 2 rows

A, I row B, 2 rows A, i row
B. It must be remembered
that in double knitting, a

forward and backward row
count as one. Work in

inches. To decrease for the

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



neck, work to within three stitches of the end of

the forward row
;
bring the last but one through the

last but two on the left hand needle
;

slip the latter

and knit the two remaining stitches together. Work
the backward row in the same manner. Having

reduced these four stitches, work 4 rows without

decreasing, and repeat the last 5 rows, when there

will only be 22 stitches remaining. Work on these 22

stitches for 15 inches, measured when the work is

stretched. Commence to increase for the other side

thus :—Silk in front, slip i, silk back, knit the back of

the slipped stitch, silk in front, raise the stitch below

the one which you will knit next, keep it on the right

hand needle, place the silk back and knit the next

stitch
;
work to the end of the forward row. Work

the backward row in the same manner, and four rows

without increasing. Repeat these 5 rows once more,

when the stitches will again be 30. Work g or 10

inches and cast off.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



No. XVIIc.

SAILOR’S-KNOT TIE IN UNEVEN-
RIB KNITTING.

to edge
;
knit i (edge).

Materials:— i oz. Pear-

sall’s “ Empress ” or
“ Extra Quality” Knit-

ting Silk. 2 Needles,

No. i8.

CAST on 35 stitches. Al-

ways knit I stitch plain

at the beginning and end of

each row, indepemle7itly of

the rib between, which is

worked as follows:— Knit 2,

purl 2, end with knit i (the

edge-stitch is knitted before

and after this). Every row

is worked exactly the same.

Work thus for I2 inches,

then decrease for the neck

as follows :

\st ro%v.— Knit i (edge)
;

knit 2 together, pui'l 2
,

knit 2, repeat from end

with purl 2, knit i
;
knit i

(edge).

2nd 7
'0 -dj.—Knit i (edge) ;

knit 2 together, purl 2,

knit 2, repeat from end

with purl 2 ;
knit i (edge).

3rrf row.—Knit i (edge)
;

purl 2 together, purl i,

knit 2, purl 2, repeat from <}

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



\th row .-—Knit i (edge)
;
purl 3 together, purl i, tjf,

knit 2, purl 3
,
repeat from end with knit 2, purl i

;

knit I (edge).

^th row .—Knit i (edge)
;
purl 2 together, •{•, knit 2,

purl- 2, repeat from end with knit 2, purl i ,- knit i

(edge).

bth row .— Knit i (edge)
;
purl 2 together, knit 3,

purl 2, repeat from end with knit 2 ;
knit I (edge).

•jth row .—Knit I (edge)
;
knit 2 together, knit i,-^,

purl 2, knit 2, repeat from to edge
;
knit i (edge).

Zth row .— Knit i (edge)
;
knit 2 together, knit i,

purl 2, knit 2, repeat from •<}, end with purl 2, knit i
;

knit I (edge).

Repeat these 8 rows, when the stitches will be de-

creased to 19. On these work 15 inches for the neck,

measured when the work is stretched, and increase for

the other end as follows :

1st row .—Knit i (edge)
;
pick up and purl i stitch

in the stitch immediately below that which is to be

knitted ne.xt, knit 2, purl 2, repeat from end

with knit i
;
knit i (edge).

2nd row .—Knit i (edge)
;
pick up and purl i as in

last row, knit 2, purl 2, repeat from end with

knit 2 ;
knit i (edge).

yd row .—Knit i (edge)
;
pick up and purl i as in

the last two rows, purl i
;

knit 2, purl 2, repeat

from •>$, end with knit 2 ;
knit i (edge).

4M row .— Knit i (edge)
;
pick up and purl i as in

last three rows, purl i
;

knit 2, purl 2, repeat from

4^, end with knit 3, purl i
;
knit I (edge).

^th ro%u .—Knit i (edge)
;
pick up and knit i in the

stitch immediately below that to be knitted ne.\t
;
purl

2 ;
-4^, knit 2, purl 2, repeat from >{, end with knit 2,

purl I
;
knit I (edge).

bth row.— Knit i (edge)
;
pick up and knit i as in

last row, purl 2 ; knit 2, purl 2, repeat from <{, end

with knit i (edge).

N.B.— The histructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.



•jth row .— Knit i (edge)
;
pick up and knit i as in

last two rows, knit i, purl 2 ;
knit 2, purl 2, repeat

from end with knit i (edge).

Zth row .—Knit i (edge)
;
pick up and knit i as in

last three rows, knit i, purl 2 ;
knit 2, purl 2, repeat

from end with knit i
;
knit i (edge).

Repeat these 8 rows, when the stitches will again

number 35. Work 14 or 15 inches and cast off.

N.B.— The Instructiofis apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



No. XVIIIa.

KNITTED SAILOR’S KNOT TIE
(NARROW), STRIPED DIAGON-
ALLY IN THREE COLOURS.

Materials ;— i oz. each, three colours Pearsall’s

“ Empress” or “Extra Quality” Knitting Silk.

2 Needles, No. ig or 20.

CAST on, in colour A, 3 stitches, and knit them

back.

iiid row.—Plain.

^rd row .
—^, knit i, make i, repeat from twice

more (6 stitches in all).

i\th row.—Knit plain. The increasing rows are

spoken of as “forward” rows.

row.—Knit i, make i, knit i, make i, knit 3,

make i, knit i (9 in all).

tth row .— Plain.

row.—Work, with colour B, in the manner de-

scribed above, for 6 rows, making 3 stitches in each

forward row, and knitting the alternate rows without

increasing (18 stitches).

\j,th row.—Work, with colour C, for another 6 rows

in the same manner. Continue to increase thus,

working in turn 6 rows of each colour, until there are

72 stitches on the needle, 9 stitches having been in-

creased in each stripe of colour. The side at which

2 stitches have been increased will form the bottom of

the tie. From this point continue the stripes, but

decrease i (by knitting 2 together) at the commence-

ment of each forward row, instead of increasing 2

stitches. Make i at the end of the row as usual, thus

keeping the number to 72.

Work until the side at which you make a stitch has

N.B.

—

The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



39 completed stripes (or 13 sets of colours). Then, in

each row that has no increasing or decreasing, knit

the 4th and 5th stitches

together
;
continue to knit

the forward rows as be-

fore. When 18 stitches

have been decreased in

this manner (which will be

when 6 more stripes have

been completed, 3 stitches

being decreased in each

stripe), decrease 18 on the

other ;is follows :— In

the forward row, knit 2

together, knit 3, knit 2

together, knit to within i

of end, make i, knit i.

Knit back plain.

Continue to decrease

thus for 6 stripes. 36

stitches in all will now
have been decreased, and

36 remain. On these,

knit 2 together at the be-

ginning and make i at

the end of each forward

row so as to keep the

number always to 36.

Work thus for the neck
until the length for

neck, at the longest end,

measures 8 inches for a

lady, 10 for a gentleman. Then, in every alternate

forward row increase thus : knit 2 together, knit to

within 4 of end, make i, knit 3, make i, knit i.

Work the next 3 rows as usual. When 12 stitches

N.B .— The Instructiotis apply to Pearsall's Silks only.



have been increased on this side, increase 12 on the

other side as follows :— In every alternate forward row
knit 2 together, knit 3, make i, knit to within i of end,

make i, knit i. Work the 3 intermediate rows as before.

Having increased thus on each side, there should be
60 stitches on the needle. Keep them to this number
in the manner described for the neck, and other end of

the tie, until the longest side measures 6 inches

(about 18 stripes) from the last increase made on that

side. Now cease making a stitch in the forward row,

but take 2 together at the beginning and end of it; in

each returning row knit 2 together at the commence-
ment only. Reduce the stitches thus to 4, knit 2

together twice and finish. Sew the Tie up carefully at

the back taking care that the stripes correspond.

This Tie stretches a good deal, so the length must

be adapted to the wearer. The smaller the pins, the

less will it -Stretch.

N.B .— The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



XVIIlB.

KNITTED SAILOR’S - KNOT TIE
(NARROW), STRIPED DIAGON-
ALLY IN TWO COLOURS, AN-
OTHER METHOD.

Materials ;— i oz. each of two colours, Pearsall’s

“ Empress ” or “ Extra Quality ” Knitting Silk.

4 Needles, No. i8.

T his Tie is commenced on two needles, four being

used later.

Cast on, in colour A, 2 stitches.

ind row.—Purl.

y'd row.—Knit I, make i, knit i, make 1.

/\th row.— Purl.

5/A row .—Knit i, •<$, make i, knit i, repeat from <•

twice more.

6th row.— Purl. This ends one stripe.

jthrow.—Join colour B. Knit i, make i, knit i,

make i knit 4, make i, knit i.

8/A row.—Purl. Continue to work thus, making 3

stitches in every knitted row, and working in alternate

stripes of A and B, until there are 34 stitches on the

needle. Cut the silk, lay this three-cornered piece

aside, and on two more needles commence a second

piece with colour A.

2nd row.— Knit.

yd row.— Increase in purling as in the first piece

you increased in knitting.

4/A row.— Knit.

5/A row.— Increase as before, in purling.

6/A row.— Knit.

Join colour B and continue as before, working in

alternate stripes of A and B and increasing as above.

N.B.— TlAa Instrttctio7is apply to PeaisalVs Silks only.



I

until there are 34 stitches on the needle. After the

:24th row, take the first piece of knitting, and on it

knit with colour a, work-

ing the whole of the 68

stitches on one needle.

From here you will work
with four needles. Count-

ing from the point where

the two pieces join, place

on one needle (the ist)23

stitches
;
22 on the next

(the 2nd needle) and 23 on

the last or 3rd needle. To
keep the stripes diag07ial

on four needles, you must

decrease at the beginning

of the I St and the end of

the 3rd needle (this being

the first junction of the

two pieces), and increase

twice in the centre of the

2nd needle (this being the

second junction) through-

out the Tie. The follow-

ing method makes the

neatest edge, i st needle,

knit the twofirst stitches

together, taking themfrom
the back. 2nd needle,

knit to the centre, i.e., the

second junction, pick up

and knit from the back

I

the stitch immediately below that just knitted, pick

I
up and knit from the front the stitch immediately

t below the one following
;
knit to the end of the 3rd

needle, where the last 2 stitches must be knitted

N.B.— The Instructio7is apply to Pea 7-sall’s Silks 07ily.



together in the ordinary way. Knit i round plain. I

Repeat these 2 rounds for about 16 inches. On I

account of the increasings on the 2nd, and the cle-
|

creasings on the other two needles, it will be found
,{

necessary to shift the stitches occasionally, the total f

being kept to 68. When the longest side of the t

work measures 16 inches, commence to shape for

the neck as follows : Work to within 2 stitches of the
j

centre of the 2nd needle, knit 2 together
;
increase

twice as usual, and knit the next 2 stitches together

from the back. Finish the round as usual. Work
I round plain. Repeat these 2 rounds until 44 stitches

remain. The shorter side of the work should now be

16 inches long. Shape this by decreasing twice at the

beginning of the ist and twice at the end of the 3rd

needle, thus : Knit the first 2 stitches together as ^

usual, but of the next 2, slip the first over the second

before working the latter. Work in the usual way to

within 4 stitches of the end of the round, knit 2 tj

together from the back, and 2 together in the ordinary

manner. Work i round plain. Repeat these 2 rounds
|

until there are only 20 stitches remaining. Work on
j

these, keeping the stripes diagonal, as for the first end i

of the Tie, for about i2i inches. Now on the longest

side of the work commence to shape as follows : Knit

to w'ithin i of the centre of 2nd needle, pick up and

knit I immediately below the next stitch, knit that,

increase twice as usual, knit the next stitch, pick up

and knit the one immediately below this from the back

and knit as usual to end of round. Knit i round

plain. Repeat these 2 rounds until 24 stitches are

increased. Then increase 24 stitches on the other side

of the work as follows : Knit 2 together as usual, pick

up and knit i immediately below these, work as usual

to the end of the round, picking up and knitting

I stitch before the last decreasing. Knit i round I

N.B.— The Insi?-uctio!is apply to Pearsall's Silks only.



plain. Repeat these two rounds until there are again

68 stitches, upon which work as for the other end of

the Tie and for the neck, for about lo inches. Divide

the stitches on to two needles, as at the commence-
ment of the Tie, and finish off each piece separately,

purling and knitting alternate rows. Take 2 together

in every row at each end of the needle until 2 stitches

remain. Sew up the corners of the Tie. The width of

this Tie is i|- inches.

N.B.— 77t(? [mtructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.



No. XIX.

KNITTED SAILOR’S KNOT TIE, IN
PLAIN KNITTING, WITH SINGLE
HORIZONTAL STRIPE.

Materials;— i oz. Pearsall’s “Extra Quality’’ or

“Empress” Knitting Silk in colour A for the

ground, and ^ oz. colour B for the stripe. 4

Needles, No. 17 or 18.

{This Tie is about if inches wide, ifknitted loosely, or

1 4 inches if knitted tight.)

CAST on in colour A, 50 stitches; 15 on the first

and third needles, 20 on the second, or front

needle.

Work in a rib of knit 3, purl 2, for 9 rounds
;
then

increase 2 and continue in plain knitting for 4 rounds.

Now join colour B and with it work 2 rounds; then

colour A for 1 1 rounds. Repeat these 1 3 rounds for

12 inches. Then, still keeping the stripe, decrease as

follows: Place 26 stitches on the front needle and 13

on each of the back needles
;
knit 2 together at the

end of the first and beginning of the third needle, with

3 rounds plain between
;
continue working thus until

only 20 stitches remain, but after every third de-

creasing round, slip 3 stitches from either side of

the front needle on to the back needles, so as to

keep sufficient stitches on the latter for the decreasing.

Work on the 20 neck stitches for 15 inches, measured

when the work is stretched. (This is for a full-sized

tie: 12 inches is sufficient for a boy.) Increase for the

other end of the tie as follows : Having 10 stitches on

the front and 5 on each of the back needles, pick up

and knit i stitch from the previous row at the end of

the first and the beginning of the third needle
;
work

3 rounds plain, continue working thus until there are

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



again 52 stitches, but after every third increasing

round slip 3 stitches from each of the back needles on

to the front needle. Knit 12 inches more, knit 2 to-

gether twice, and finish with 9 rounds of the same

ribbing as that at the beginning. Cast off.

N.B .—The Instructions apply to PearsalPs Silks only.
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No. XX.

KNITTED SAILOR’S-KNOT TIE,
WITH FLEUR-DE-LIS SPOTS
(^IDTH ABOUT 2 INCHES).

Materials:— ij. oz. Pearsall’s Navy Blue “Em-
press ’’ or “ Extra Quality ’’ Knitting, and i oz.

White “Pamela” Crochet Silk. 4 Needles, No.

17 or 18.

CAST on 56 stitches in blue.; knit 6 rounds blue.

]th round.—Knit 13 blue, i white, repeat to end

of round.

Zth rotmd.— i white, 4', 1 1 blue, 3 white
;
repeat

from •4’- twice
;
then 1 1 blue, 2 white.

()th round.—Same as 7th.

loth to i^th rotcnds.—Plain blue.

i 6th round.—6 blue, i white, 4*, 13 blue, i white;

repeat from 4* twice
;
then 7 blue.

I'jth round.— 5 blue, 3 white, 4*', n blue, 3 white
;

repeat from 4^ twice
;
then 6 blue.

i%th rotmd.—Same as i6th.

Repeat these 18 rounds for 12 inches. Knit i round

plain blue. In the next round, decrease i at the be-

ginning of the 1st and at the end of the 3rd needle,

and continue to decrease thus in every alternate round

until there are only 28 stitches left. Keep the nnd
needle for thefront of the tie. The ist needle will be

the one with which you began the 7th round. Knit

with the 28 stitches for 12 or 13 inches, being careful to

keep the spots in their correct places throughout the

tie. Increase in the same proportion as you decreased

until there are 42 stitches on the needles. Work this

end of the tie in the same manner as the other, except

that there will be, for 10 inches, one white spot less.

Finish with 6 rounds of blue. Cast off and sew up the

ends.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



N.B.

—

The Itistructions apply to Pearsall's Silks 07ily.

Printed image digitised by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit



No. XXI.

KNITTED BOW TIE, STRIPED DI-

AGONALLY IN THREE COLOURS,
|

OR PLAIN.

Materials One i oz. of Pearsall’s “ Empress ”
:

or “Extra Quality’’ Knitting Silk in each
|

Colour. 2 Needles, No. i8. !|

Note.—a applies to the upper colour, B to the imddle
||

and C to the lower.

|

\st row. I

CAST on 2 stitches colour A.

2nd row.—Purl.
!i|

2rd row .—Knit i, make a stitch, knit i, make a jr

• ,
^

stitch. ;;;



second row until you have 14 on your needle. Purl

the alternate rows. Now take colour B and continue

as before, always increasing every second row until

you have 26 on your needle. Purl the alternate rows.

Takfe colour c now, and continue as before until you

have 38 on your needle. Purl the alternate rows.

Then take colour A again until you have 44 on your

needle, when you will have the width of the Tie.

Commence by taking 2 stitches together in colour A,

and at the end of the same row make a stitch. Then

purl alternate row in colour A. Repeat these two

rows to the end of the Tie, knitting 12 rows of each of

the 3 colours. When you have 38 stripes, or have 13

times knitted in colour A, take 2 together every row

at each end of your needles. Sew up together and

the Tie is complete.

N.B.

—

If the Tie is required plain, follow the same

instructions, using one colour.

t,

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



No. XXII.

KNITTED BOW TIE, STRIPED HORI-
ZONTALLY IN THREE COLOURS,
OR PLAIN.

Materials:—One i oz. of Pearsall’s “Empress” or

“ Extra Quality ” Knitting Silk in each Colour.

4 Needles, No. i8.

CA.ST on 44 stitches. Knit lo rows in colour A.

Knit to rows in colour B. Knit to rows in

colour c. Repeat 30 rows 5 times.

i8ir/ row.—Knit i, knit 3 together, knit 38, knit 2

together, knit i in colour A.

\%ind to 189^/2 row.—Knit colour A.

\<^oth row.—Knit i, knit 2 together, knit 36, knit 2

together, knit i colour A.

\()\st to ig6th row.—Knit colour B.

row.—Knit i, knit 2 together, knit 34, knit 2

together, knit i colour B.

l^Zth to 100th row.—Knit colour B.

io\st to lo^tk row.—Knit colour C.

lobth row.—Knit i, knit 2 together, knit 32, knit 2

together, knit i colour C.

lojth to 111th row.—Knit colour C.

2i3^/i row.—Knit l, knit 2 together, knit 30, knit 2

together, knit i colour C.

N.B.

—

The htstructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



and 2i^th rows.—Knit colour c.

2i6M to 22oth row. Knit colour A.

22ist row.—Knit i, knit 2 together, knit 28, knit 2

together, knit i colour A. Continue knitting 10 rows

in each colour until you have 28 stripes or 280 rows,

counting from last row of decreasing. Then work

backwards from row 221, until you have the same

length as the first end, but you make a stitch wher-

ever you decreased one before. In commencing to

increase, work with the colours exactly as they are

given in the instructions. You will thus find that the

colour C follows colour A, one stripe of A coming

between two stripes of C. This will put the colours

in their correct sequence for the rest of the Tie, so

that both ends may match.

The above is a good length for a Gentleman’s Tie.

For a Lady’s Tie, one stripe less of each colour should

be worked at both ends, and in the neck.

1

i

N.B.

—

The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



No. XXIV.

KNITTED BOW TIE, BUTTERFLY
SHAPE, SELF COLOUR.

Materials ;— i oz. Pearsall’s “Empress” or “Extra
Quality” Knitting Silk. 4 Needles, No. 18.

CAST on 50 stitches.

1st to 2,/\th row.—Knit plain.

2^th row.—Knit i, knit 2 together, knit 44, knit 2

together, knit i.

2bth rozu.—Knit plain.

2'jth row .—Knit i, knit 2 together, knit 42 knit 2

together, knit i.

2%th row .—Knit plain. Continue decreasing in this

manner every second row until you have only 30
stitches left.

44/A to 50M row.—Knit plain.

51^/ row.—Knit i, increase a stitch, knit 28, increase

a stitch, knit i.

’^znd row.—Knit plain. Continue increasing every

second row until you have 50 stitches.

N.B.—The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only. i

i



•jist row.—Knit i, knit 2 together, knit 44, knit 2

together, knit i.

72«rf row.—Knit plain. Con-

tinue decreasing in this manner
every second row until only 30

stitches remain.

91J/ row.—Knit plain for 20

inches, or 340 rows.

431^/ row.—Knit i, increase a

stitch, knit 28, increase a stitch,

knit I.

\yi7id row.—Knit plain. Con-

tinue increasing until you have

50 stitches.

45 1 j/ row.—Knit plain.

i^^2nd row.—Knit i, knit 2

together, knit 44, knit 2 together,

knit I.

if^ydrow.—Knit plain. Con-

tinue decreasing every second

row until only 30 stitches remain.

454//? to ^6oth row. — Knit

plain.

461J/? row.—Knit i, increase

a stitch, knit 28, increase a

stitch, knit 1.

^(izndrow.— Knit plain. Con-

tinue increasing every second

row until you have 50 stitches.

46yd to 4?>Jih row. — Knit

plain. Cast off and sew the ends

together so that the seam is in

the centre of the wrong side of the Tie. If a longer

Tie is desired, add a few more rows after row gi, or,

if shorter, knit a few rows less before row 431.

N.B.— The Instructions a'pply to Pearsalls Silks only.



No. XXV.

KNITTED
SHAPE,
SPOTS.

BOW TIE, BUTTERFLY
WITH FLEUR-DE-LIS

Materials :— i oz. Pearsall’s

Navy Blue “ Empress” or

“Extra Quality” Knitting,

and I oz White ‘ ‘ Pamela ’ ’

Crochet Silk. 4 Needles,

No. 17 or 18.

CAST on 70 stitches, and knit

6 rounds plain blue.

•]th round.—Knit 13 blue, i

white, repeat to end of round.

Zth rou 7id.— I white, ii blue
;

<•, 3 white, 1 1 blue
;
repeat from

^ 3 times, then 2 white.

gVi rotmd. — Same as 7th

round. 10//2 to i^ih rounds.

—

Plain blue.

i6//2 round.—6 blue, i white;

•<J», 13 blue, I white; repeat from

3 times, then 7 blue.

i^th roimd.— 5 blue, 3 white;

4-, II blue, 3 white
;
repeat from

^ 3 times, then 6 blue.

iZth rou7id.—Same as i6th

round. Repeat from ist to gth

round.

One round plain blue
;

then

decrease i stitch at the be-

ginning of the 1st and at the

end of the 3rd needle, and con-

tinue to decrease thus m every

rou7td until there are only 36 stitches on the needles.

N.B .-— The l)istructio7is apply to PearsalVs Silks only.

I
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Keep the 2nd needle for the front of the tie; the first

needle is the one with which you began the 7th round.

Be careful in the decreasings to keep the spots in the

front of the tie in their right places, even when those

at the back are disappearing. Now increase by making

I stitch at the beginning of the ist and at the end of

the 3rd needle in each alternate ro^ind until there are

70 stitches on the needles. Work 3 rounds without

increasing. Decrease in the same manner (z>., in

every alternate round) until there are only 28 stitches

on the needles. Work these 28 stitches for a length

of 18 inches, keeping the spots right; these should be

alternately i in the middle of the front, i in the

middle of the back, and i at each side.

For the other end of the tie, reverse the instruc-

tions given for the first end, increasing where you

decreased, and decreasing where you increased. Be
careful that the last round of spots shall have one spot

in the centre of the back. Knit 6 rounds plain blue,

cast off, and sew up.

i

I

1

N.B . — The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



No. XXVI.

CROCHETTED SAILOR’S-KNOT TIE,
SELF COLOUR (WIDTH 2 INCHES).

Materials:— iJ- oz. Pear-

sall’s “ Pamela ” Cro-

chet, or “ Extra Qual-

ity” or “Empress”
Knitting Silk. (The

first is easier to cro-

chet, the two latter

make a softer article.)

Steel Crochet Hook,
No. or 4 Penelope ;

for “Pamela” and
“ Empress.” No. 24

for “Extra Quality.”

Turn, double crochet

into each chain (double cro-

chet means, place your cro-

chet hook in the chain stitch

of former row, pull your silk

through stitch, silk over hook

and pull through the 2

stitches.)

Turn, double crochet into

each stitch, continue double

crochet for 14 inches, then

miss a stitch at the beginning

and end of row, every second

row, until you have only

T c ‘^titrhpc; left. Dnublp cro-

chet 15 stitches for 13 inches. Then increase a stitch

by working twice into the first and last stitches of

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



the row every second row, until you have 21 stitches

again.

Then double crochet 6 inches, and cast off.

N.B.—ThisTie is a good length to wear with a waist-

coat, but for a lady it should be longer, to be fastened

down by the waistband. In the latter case, the first

plain end should be 16 inches, the decreasing 2 inches

;

neck about 12 inches, increasing 2 inches, second plain

end 8 or 10 inches
; 40 to 42 inches in all.

THE SAME—NARROWER.
/^HAIN 20 stitches.

Turn, double crochet into each chain (double
crochet means, place your crochet hook in the chain

stitch of former row, pull your silk through stitch, silk

over hook and pull through the two stitches).

Turn, double crochet into each stitch, continue
double crochet for 14 inches, then miss a stitch at the

beginning and end of row, every second row, until you
have only 10 stitches left. Double crochet 10 stitches

for 13 inches. Then increase a stitch by working twice

into the first and last stitches of the row every second
row, until you have 12 stitches again. Then double
crochet 6 inches, and cast off.

N.B.—The instructions above as to length, apply
here also.

F

N.B .—The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



No. XXVIII.

CROCHETTED BOW TIE, SELF
COLOUR.

Materials :— i oz. Pearsall’s “ Pamela ” Crochet or

“ Empress ” Knitting Silk. Steel Crochet Hook,

No. 3J or 4 Penelope.

M ake a chain of 3. Turn and double crochet

into these. Next increase i by working twice

into I stitch at the beginning and end of each row

until there are 19 stitches. Double crochet 7 inches.

Decrease i (decrease by missing a stitch) at the

beginning of each 4th and 5th row until there are 1

1

stitches. Double crochet 13 inches. Increase i at

the beginning of each 4th and 5th row until there are

19 stitches. Double crochet 7 inches. Decrease i at

the beginning and end of every row until there is only

I stitch.

N.B.— The Instructions. apply to Pearsalls Silks only.





T

No. XXIX.

CROCHETTED BOW TIE, SELF-
COLOUR, ANOTHER SHAPE.

Materials:— i oz. Pearsall’s “Pamela” Crochet

Silk. Steel Crochet Hook, No. 4 Penelope.

Make 25 chain.

isi row .—3 long stitches into the 4!^ chain,

3 chain and a double crochet (d.C.) into the next chain,

3 long stitches into the 4th chain after this D.C., 3

chain and a D.C. into the next chain. Continue work-

ing the 3 long stitches into the 4th chain, and the 3

chain and a D.C. into the next chain, until the end ot

the row, ending with 3 chain and a D.C.

^nd row .—Turn with 3 chain, 3 long stitches, 3 chain

and a D.C. into the ist hole
; 3 long stitches, 3 chain

and a D.C. into the next hole. Continue the 3 long

stitches, 3 chain and a D.C. into each of the holes until

N.B.— The Instncctions a^ply to Pearsalts Silks only.



you have worked in 5, then turn with 3 chain, etc., and
continue working this row until you have done 10

inches. Commence decreasing by beginning each
row without the 3 chain, and ending with a D.C. only, in

the last hole. Continue decreasing in this manner until

you have only two holes left. Then commence work-
ing 3 chain, 3 long stitches, 3 chain and a D.C. in one

hole, and 3 long stitches, 3 chain and a D.C. in the

other. Continue working like this until you have 14

inches. Then increase by working 3 chain and a D.c.

into the second of the long stitches at the end of the

previous row, which makes an extra hole. Then com-
mence working as row No. 2, commencing in the hole

which you have just made. Increase in this manner
at the end of every row for 3 rows, when you will

have the same width as you had at first, viz., 5 holes.

Work on row No. 2 until you have done 10 inches.

Then fasten off, and finish each end of the tie by
turning the corners under, and stitching them so as

to make the ends pointed. The total length of this

tie should be 36 inches.

Should the tie be required wider, a few more chains

must be added at the commencement, which will allow

for more holes. If required narrower, make a chain

of 20 stitches only.

N.B .— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



No. XXX.

BABY’S SILK SHOE, KNITTED.

Materials:—One J oz. Pearsall’s “Empress” or

“Extra Quality” Knitting Silk, White or light

colour. 2 Needles, No. i8.

CAST on 19 stitches. Knit 3 rows plain.

i\ih row,—Knit r, increase i by knitting the

back of the stitch as well-a-s the front, knit 2, purl i,

knit 3, repeat from ^ to end of row.

row.— Increase as in ist row, knit the rest of the

row plain.

n

bth row .—Increase as before, knit 3, purl i, knit

3, repeat from to end of row.

jth row .—Same as 5th row. Every 7 stitches in-

creased each side make a fresh rib. Continue to

increase in this manner until there are 51 stitches. In

the row in which the 51st stitch is increased, knit 19,

leave 18 of these, cast off the next 15 loosely, and work

upon the 18 remaining (making the band to go round

the foot), for no rows ([55 ridges). Then sew the 18

stitches last worked, to the 18 left at the toe.

1

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks 07ily.



I

For the strap.—Cast on 7 stitches. Knit 2 rows

plain. In the next row knit 3 plain, i purl, 3 plain,

f
knit back plain. Continue thus for 42 rows more.

With the and needle pick up 16 stitches along the

!

' edge of the band round the foot, at the centre of the

back. Knit one of these with the last stitch of the strap

in every alternate row, until the 16 are worked im
Work the 7 stitches of the strap for 44 more arows.

( Then work the 3 first stitches of it, slip Ihe middle

I
stitch over the next to it, and work -upon the last 3

\
stitches only for 12 rows; Sew 4iie last 3 stitches to the

J first 3, thus forming ^'-buttonhole. Sew a button on

to the ooposit-e side of the strap, and finish off.

j
working the second shoe, remember that the band

to go round the foot must be begun the row after the

one in whidi the 5 1 st stitch is increased, so as to bring

the join on the other side of the shoe
;
also that the

strap should be begun on the buttonhole side, by

casting on only 3 stitches, knitting 12 rows, and casting

on 4 more stitches. After this, begin the pattern by
' knitting 3 plain, i purl, 3 plain

;
knit back plain, and

continue the strap in the same way as for the other

shoe. The button should be always on the outer side

of the shoe, the buttonhole on the same side as the

join. The shoes must be sewn on to a small pair of

cork soles, and finished with a tiny ribbon bow on each

instep.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



I

No. XXXI.

BABY’S SILK SHOE, CROCHETTED.
Materials;—One 1 oz. ball Pearsall’s “Pamela”

Crochet Silk, White or light colour. Steel

Crochet Hook, No. 4 or 4^ Penelope.

M ake a chain of 20. Work a long crochet into

the 4th chain, and into each successive chain to

the end of the row.

Turn with 4 chain, and work 2 L.C. into the top of

the 1st long stitch in the last row, and i into each of

the other stitches, until the last, into which you work 2,

In working, always take up both sides of the stitch.

Continue thus, increasing at the beginning and end
of each row, until there are 40 stitches. Then work

upon 1 5 only for 6 inches, and crochet to the other

side of the instep.

To make the strap .—Make a chain of 15. Then
work 32 D.c. along the back of the shoe, taking care

that the centre of the heel comes exactly in the middle

of these. Chain of 18. Turn, and work i L.c. into

the 4th chain of these 18, and into every succeeding

stitch, to the end of the strap. Chain of 7, turn, and
fasten this chain into the 7th stitch of the previous

row ; this is for the buttonhole. Break off the silk.

N.B .—The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.
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I
N

and, commencing from the other side, work i more

row L.C. along the strap, into the 7 chain of the button-

hole, and finish off by joining the stitches neatly to-

gether. In the other shoe, remember to keep the

buttonhole on the other side.

i!

'I

N.B .—The Instructions apply to Pear^alPs Silks only.



No. XXXII.

BABY’S SILK HOOD, KNITTED.

Materials :—i oz. Pearsall’s “ Empress ” or “ Extra
|

Quality” Knitting Silk. 2 Needles, No. 17.
[

CAST on 44 stitches for the crown of the hood.

isi row.—4’-, Silk forward, slip i, knit i, repeat
!

from to end.

indrow.—“Brioche,” viz., silk forward, slip i, knit

3 together.
j

Always knit the first and last stitches of each row |i

plain throughout the crown. Continue working in
1

Brioche for 1 inch.
i

Far the insertion.—Work 4 rows plain, and i row
purl. Make a row of holes as follows :—Knit 2, •>{<•, !

silk in front, knit 2 together, repeat from to end.

’]th row.—Purl.

Wt row .—Knit 3, silk in front, knit 3. Repeat

from ^ to end.

gt/i row.—Purl i, purl 2 together, purl 2. Repeat

from <$, purl the last 4 stitches.

lotA row .—Knit 3, <$, silk forward, knit i, silk for-

ward, knit 2. Repeat from to end.

wth row.— Purl 2 together, purl i, purl 2 together

twice, purl i. Repeat from •>$. End with purl 3.

\ith row.—Knit 4, silk forward, knit 3. Repeat

from End with silk forward, knit 2.

i3f/« row.—Purl 2 together, purl i, ^, purl 2 together,

purl 2. Repeat from End with purl 6.

14/7? row.—Make a row of holes as before.

Purl I row, and knit 4 rows plain. This ends the

insertion.

Repeat the ist row of the hood, and then work in
^

Brioche for i inch. Repeat insertion. Again work

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



1st row of the hood, then three-quarters of an inch in

Brioche, and decrease as follows :

At the beginning of each row (after the plain knitted

stitch), bring the silk forward, and slip the whole of one

Brioche, consisting, of course, of 3 stitches. Knit the

whole of the next Brioche together as one stitch. Work
the rest of the row in ordinary Brioche. When you

come to the end of the next row, use the slipped

Brioche as one stitch.

When you have reduced in this manner to 23 stitches,

pick up and knit all the stitches along both sides of

N.B .— The Instmctions apply to PearsalPs Silks otily.



the hood, taking care that the total number is divisible !

by 3, and that there is an equal number of stitches on
’

both sides. Work these stitches in Brioche for 3! il

inches. Knit 3 rows plain, and i row purl. t

From this point the work is turned back, so as to 1

form a rolled edge to the hood. Knit 3 rows plain, I

and I inch of Brioche. Work i insertion, and half an
]

inch of Brioche. Then work 3 plain rows, taking each

Brioche as 2 stitches. Finish with the following

edging, for which an extra needle will be required :

On the first 3 stitches at the edge of the hood, knit

backwards and forwards for 13 rows, so as to make a

tiny strip of knitting. Fasten this little strip down so

as to make a loop or picot, by taking up, on a third

needle, the 3 original stitches from which it started,

and knitting them together (as you would the toe of a

sock), with the 3 stitches which you have on the strip.

This brings you back to the beginning of the row.

Knit the 3 stitches at the back of the picot, and then

take up the next 3, and work a similar little strip to

the first. Instead of fastening the second strip to the 3
stitches from which it started, knit it together with the

next 3 on the needle, and, from these, make a third strip

of 13 rows, and fasten it down to the 3 stitches from
which the 2nd picot started. As you finish each picot,

knit straight along the back of the loops until you come
to the next 3 stitches to be used, and continue in this

manner to the end of the row. Finish with i row
plain, and cast off. Take up and knit the stitches

along the back, and, with them, the stitches along the

edge of the rolled-back front. Work an edge of picots

as before, and sew ribbons at the corners.

V

N.B .— The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.





No. XXXIII.

BABY’S SILK HOOD, CROCHETTED.
Materials ;—One ounce ball Pearsall’s “ Pamela ”

Crochet Silk. Steel Crochet Hook, No. 4 or 44
Penelope.

T~^OR back of Hood.—Make a chain of 4. Join in a
J- circle. Work 2 double crochet (D.C.) into each

of the 4 chain, and continue thus working D.C. round

and round until you have

increased 18 stitches.

This makes a foundation

for the pattern, which is

to be worked as follows :

\st roimd.— 4 chain.

Work I treble crochet

(x.c.)and I chain into each

stitch of the previous row.

Join the round by work-

ing a single stitch into the

3rd of the 4 chain stitches

with which you began the

round.

md round.— 3 chain.

Work I T.C. into each

stitch all round, but in-

crease here and there until

you have a total of 48

stitches. Join.

yd rotcnd.—3 chain, 6

long stitches (l.c.), 3

chain, miss a stitch, 7 L.C.

Repeat from to end of

round, making 6 groups
of 7 L.C., to begin the points of a star. 3 chain, join.

i^th round.

—

3 chain, 4 L.C., into the hole made by
the chain of the previous round, work 2 chain, i L.c.

N.B.

—
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twice. 2 chain, 5 L.C., into the next point. Repeat

from on each point. Finish with 2 chain. Join.

Continue thus, working 3 l,.c. on each point of the

star in the next round with 5 holes between
; 2 L.c. on

each point in the following round with 7 holes between,

and, in the round which completes the star, begin with

3 chain and work 2 chain, i L.c., all the way round.

Work I round of double L.C. into each stitch, starting,

as usual, with 3 chain.

Make a scalloped edge by working ^, i single, i

double, I T.C., I L.C., 2 double long, i L.C., i T.C., i D.C.,

I single. Repeat from all round. Finish off. This

forms the crown. For the top and sides of the hood

work an insertion thus :

Make a chain of 85, and work i row of L.c.

7,nd row.—4 L.c., 3 chain, 7 L.C., repeat from •}.

End with 4 L.C.

^rd row.—4 L.c., 3 chain, i L.c. into the hole

formed by the 3 chain of the previous row. Repeat

from End with 4 L.C. Continue, making the points

narrower, with more holes between them in each row,

until you have only i L.C. in the centre of the original

7. Then broaden again, until you have one hole be-

tween each group of 7 L.C.

Work I row of L.C. all round the insertion, increasing

at the corners by working 4 L.C. into each corner stitch.

Finish by working, at the base of each set of 7 L.c. as

follows :—Into the stitch before the group of 7, work i

single
;
into the first of the 7, work i D.c. and i T.C.

;

into the second, 2 long
;
into the third, 2 double long

;

into the fourth, i treble treble, i five times treble, and
I treble treble. Work these stitches, in reversed order,

to the stitch beyond the group of 7, and work thus all

round the insertion. Finish off. This pretty hood
must be mounted on silk or satin, edged with a ruche

round the crown and the outside, and finished with

satin strings and a rosette of bdbe ribbon.

N.B .—The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



No. XXXIV.

BABY’S SILK GLOVE, KNITTED.

Materials :—J oz. Pearsall’s “Empress” or “Extra
Quality” Knitting. 5 Needles, No. 18.

CAST on 48 stitches, and knit a rib of i knit, i purl,

for I inch. 2 rounds plain. Next round, place

the silk in front, knit 2 together, and repeat to end of

round. 2 rounds plain.

isi roundofPattern — Kmt i,purl i, to end of round.

2nd round of Pattern.—Plain.

Continue these 2 rounds throughout the hand. In

the 2nd plain round increase 2 stitches on the ist

needle, by picking up the stitch just below, knitting

i

I

I

N.B.— r/ifi Instructions apply to PearsalPs Silks only.



that, and also knitting the back of the ist stitch on the

needle, before the front of it. Knit the ne.xt round in

the pattern, and continue to increase in each plain

round in the same manner, immediately after the 2

i stitches last increased, until there are 18 stitches in-

\

creased for the thumb. Work i inch without increas-

ing. Slip the 18 stitches on to a thick piece of thread

I

or twine, and work on the original 48 stitches for

I another inch without increasing.

! To decreasefor the top of the Glove (which should be

j

worked in plain knitting).—Divide the stitches into an
i equal number on each of the 4 needles, and, with the

I

5th, work on each needle as follows : knit i, knit 2

together, knit to within 3 stitches of the end, knit 2 to-

gether, knit I. I round plain. Repeat these 2 rounds

I until there are only 3 stitches on each needle, then

!

* knit I, knit 2 together on each
;
knit i round plain.

Sew up;

For the thumb, take the 18 stitches from the thread

and work on them for half an inch. Decrease for the

top of the thumb by knitting 2 together at the beginning
' of each of the 3 needles, i round plain. Repeat these

2 rounds twice more. Sew up.

For the second {or U fl-han<T) Glove.—In increasing

for the thumb, remember to increase each time im-

mediately before the 2 stitches last increased, instead

' of immediately after them.

I'

This forms a small-sized glove. If a larger one is

I

required, cast on 54 to begin the glove, increase for

[
the thumb to 24 stitches, and allow a few more rows

in length.

i

G

N.B.— The Instrtictions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.



No. XXXV.

BABY’S SILK GLOVE,
CROCHETTED.

Materials :—One J oz. ball Pearsall’s “ Pamela ” ’

Crochet Silk. Steel Crochet Hook, No. 2 (

Penelope.

M ake a very loose chain of 60 stitches if you
are a tighi worker

;
50 will be sufficient for a

loose worker.

Form a circle by drawing the 60th through the ist

chain. Work i round

of double crochet

(d.C.) In the 2nd 1

round (also of D.C.),

take the nearest side of

the stitch into which

you are about to I

work, and take up the
j

stitches in this manner
throughout the glove.

yd and i,th rounds.

— Single crochet (s.C.).

'^th and bth rounds,

all D.C. "Jill and Zth

rotmds,2d\.%.Q.. Repeat !

the last four rounds.

lyh roimd.—Make
a chain of 4, D.C. into

i

the third stitch from here, make a chain of 2 and a

D.C. into the third stitch from the last D.C., and repeat

from all round the glove. This is to form a row of

holes round the wrist. Finish the round with 2 chain.

14/A round.—S.C. into the second of the 4 chain of

last round. Continue the round in S.C., working i y

N.B .—The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



r

I,
stitch into every chain and every D.C. of the previous

i round. The rest of the glove is in S.C.

' Increase for the thumb by working a D.c. and an s.C.

i into the first stitch, an S.C. and a D.C. into the second,

j

Finish this round and work the next without increasing.

! Increase thus in every alternate round, immediately

f! above the D.c. stitches of the previous round. You
will have two more S.C. stitches each time between the

increasings.

When you have increased 24 for the thumb (or 20,

if only 50 were cast on in commencing), join into a

circle and work on these stitches only, for half an inch.

. Decrease by working together every 5 th and 6th stitch

;

in the round. Work 3 rounds plain. Decrease again

by working together every 3rd and 4th stitch. 2 rounds

plain. Again decrease by working together every 2nd

and 3rd stitch, i round plain. Work 2 together all

round, I round plain, and sew up. Join the silk at

:|
the place where you left off working for the thumb,

' and work upon the original number of stitches for

I inch. Decrease for the top of the glove by working

together every 9th and loth stitch in the round.

Work 3 rounds plain, ind decreasmg.—Work to-

gether every 7th and 8th stitch. 2 rounds plain, yd
decreasing.—Work together every 5th and 6th stitch.

I round plain, i^tli decreasing.—Work together every

3rd and 4th stitch, i round plain, ^th decreasing.

—

Work together every 2nd and 3rd .stitch, i round

plain. (>ih decreasing.—Work 2 together all round.

I round plain. Sew up, and run a ribbon through the

row of holes at the wrist.

I

I

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



No. XXXVI.

BABY’S KNITTED VEIL.

Materials One i oz. ball Pearsall’s “Gossamer”

Knitting Silk. 2 Needles, No. 13.

For the border of the veil cast on i r stitches, and

knit back i row. !

1st Pattern row.—Knit 2, silk over twice, purl 2 to-

gether, knit 2, silk over once, knit 2 together, silk over

once, knit 2 together, silk over once, knit i.

md row.—Knit 8, silk over twice, purl 2 together,

knit 2.

yd row.—Vinii 2, silk over twice, purl 2 together,

purl 3, and, without putting the silk back, knit 2 to-

gether, silk over once, knit 2 together, silk over once,

knit I.

i\th row.—Knit 9, silk over twice, purl 2 together,

knit 2.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



^th row .—Knit 2, silk over twice, purl 2 together,

purl 4, and, without replacing the silk, knit 2 together,

silk over once, knit 2 together, silk over once, knit i.

bth row.—Knit 10, silk over twice, purl 2 together,

knit 2.

'jth row .—Knit 2, silk over twice, purl 2 together,

purl 5, and without replacing the silk, knit 2 together,

silk over once, knit 2 together, silk over once, knit i.

%ih row .—Cast off 4 stitches, knit 6, (so that there

are 7 on the needle before you place) silk over twice,

purl 2 together, knit 1. Work this border from the

1st pattern row to the end of the 8th row, until you

have done iii inches in length. When you have

finished at the 8th row, cast on 87 stitches.

$, Turn, knit 2, silk over twice, purl 2 together,

knit 2 (these 6 stitches form the insertion at the top of

the veil). Purl 81, which brings you to the border.

Work first row of border. Turn, work second row of

border, and 81 stitches as follows for ;

Centre pattern A .—Knit i, silk forward, knit 2

together, knit i, and repeat from 25 times more
(until you have 8 stitches on the left-hand needle), silk

forward, knit 2 together, and on the remaining 6 knit

2, silk twice over, purl 2 together, knit 2. (These 6

stitches form the insertion at the top of the veil, and
inust be worked whenever the word “ insertion ”

appears).

Back row.— Insertion, purl 81 ;
work 3rd row of

border, turn, work 4th row of border, and for

Centre patternB.— Knit 2 together, silk forward,

knit 2 together, knit i, repeat from until you have 7

stitches on your left-hand needle, silk forward, knit i,

insertion.

Back row.—Insertion, purl 81 ; work 5th row of

border, turn, work 6th row of border, and for

Centre pattern C.—Knit 2, silk forward, knit 2

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



together, knit i, repeat from until there are 7 stitches

on your left-hand needle, knit i, insertion.

Back row.—Insertion, purl 81 ;
rvork 7th row of

border, turn, work 8th row of border, and for

Centre pattern D.—

-

4^, silk forward, knit 2 together,

knit I, repeat from 4' until you have 6 stitches on your

left-hand needle, insertion. Now return to $ above

and repeat all the way down from it to the end of the

centre pattern D. Work thus until the veil is 1 5 inches

in width. You end with the 8th border row, and work

to within 6 stitches of the top. Then work insertion,

turn, and cast off very loosely until you come to the

border
;
begin again at ist pattern row of border,

and work border only for a length of 1
1 i inches. These

two iii inch lengths are to be neatly sewn up to each

side'of the veil. Run a narrow ribbon through the holes

in the insertion.

N.B .— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



No. XXXVII.

CHILD’S CROCHETTED SILK AND
WOOL SPENCER.

Materials:—2 oz. Paton’s Super White Vest Wool,

28 skeins Pearsall’s Washing Filoselle, Pale Pink

or Blue. Ivory Crochet Hook No. 13.

This is worked in Russiah crochet in alternate

ridges of wool and silk. A ridge is formed of 2

rows of crochet, and the back of the stitch is always

taken up, in order to give the raised or ridge-like

appearance.

The Spencer is worked in three pieces, viz., the

front and two backs. For front, beginning at the

N.B.— The Insiruc/ions apply to PearsalFs Silks only.
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neck, make a chain with wool of 67 stitches
;
turn with

j

tw'o chain and insert the hook in the third loop from ,

the needle. Work 33 double crochet (d.C.), and in

the 34th, work 3 D.c. into i stitch, then 33 D.C. to the

end.

ind row.—Wool, plain D.C. the whole length. This |l

forms one ridge. Work another ridge in silk in the i

same manner, and continue to work thus, in alternate ,

ridges of wool and silk, for 3 ridges more— 5 in all.

wthrow.— Increase by working 2 D.C. into the
i

second stitch from the beginning of the row, and 2
i

D.c. into the second stitch from the end of the row. !'

Always continue the centre increase. J

\ith row.—Same as 2nd row, but in silk. i;

Continue thus, as in nth and 12th row's, until you i

have 58 stitches on each side of the centre— 15 ridges
,

in all.

Break off your wool, and, leaving 27 stitches at the

right-hand side unworked, begin with silk on the 28th ;

stitch, and work 31 D.c.
;

increase as usual in the
j

centre, work 31 D.C. and turn, leaving 27 unw'orked

on the left hand. On these short rows work the alter-

nate ridges of silk and wool, increasing only in the

centre, until you have done 5 ridges.

Now increase at each end as well as in the centre

for 3 ridges. Then again 5 ridges, increasing only in

the centre.

After this, decrease at each end for the slope at the

side below the arm-hole, and still increase in the
’

centre for 7 ridges more.

For the right back.—Beginning at the neck make a
,

chain of wool of 18 stitches. Work 3 ridges of wool

and silk alternately, with no increasings.

jth row.— Increase at the end of the row by work-

ing 2 stitches into the last stitch but one. Work back '

plain D.C. V,.

N.B.
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I

i

Continue thus increasing for the shoulder slope in

alternate ridges of wool and silk, until you have 32

stitches. Then work 5 ridges without increasing, and
in the first row of the ne.xt 2 ridges increase at the

end. Work a ridge without increasing. From this

point decrease one stitch at the end of every alternate

f

ridge by taking two stitches in one, until you have re-

duced the stitches to 29. On the 29 stitches work
alternate ridges of wool and silk, until the number of

ridges corresponds with those of the front.

‘ The left back is worked in the same way, except

! that the increases and decreases must be at the be-

ginning instead of the end of the rows.

! Up the straight side of the right-hand back, work 2

rows of plain D.c.

^rd row.—Beginning at the bottom of Spencer, for

button-holes, work i D.C., 3 chain, miss 3, work

9 D. C., 3 chain, miss 3, and repeat from until within

5 of end
;
then work 3 chain, miss 3, 2 D.c.

On left back.—3 rows of plain D.c., and sew on but-

tons to correspond with the button-holes.

Join neatly the shoulder pieces and the sides of the

Spencer below the arm-holes. Round the arm-holes

work in wool a round of D.c.

2nd round silk.—2 long crochet, 2 chain, miss 2, I'e-

peat all round.

yd round.— i D.C. 4^,, i chain, miss i, i long, i

chain, i long in same place, i chain, miss i, repeat

from

The second and third rows of this border are worked
at the neck, and round the lower edge of the Spencer.

N.B.
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No. XXXVI IA.

BABY’S SILK KNITTED VEST,
LIGHT.

{Reprmted, by berniission^from the “ Queen" news-

paper.)

Materials;—i oz. Pearsall’s “Gossamer” Silk.

2 Needles, No. 15.

For the Border and Insertion cast on 26 stitches

and knit I row plain.

\st patte7-n row.—Knit 2, silk over twice, purl 2

together; knit 2, silk over, knit 2 together, repeat

from twice more
;
knit 3, silk over twice, purl 2

together, knit 2 ;
silk over twice, knit 3 together,

repeat from twice more, knit i (there should now
be 29 stitches on the needle).

ind row.—Knit 3, purl i
;
knit 2, purl i

;
knit 2,

purl I
;
knit 2 ;

silk over twice, purl 2 together, knit

1
1 ;

silk over twice, purl 2 together, knit 2 (29 stitches).

yd I'ow.—Knit 2, silk over twice, purl 2 together,

knit II
;

silk over twice, purl 2 together, knit 13.

ii^th row.—Cast off 3, knit 8, silk over twice, purl 2

together, knit 2 ;
<$<•, silk over, knit 2 together, repeat

from twice more, knit 3 ;
silk over twice, purl 2

together, knit 2 (26 stitches).

^th row.—Knit 2, silk over twice, purl 2 together,

knit 1 1 ;
silk over twice, purl 2 together, knit 2 ;

silk over twice, knit 2 together, repeat from twice

more, knit i (29 stitches).

6//i row.—Knit 3, purl i, knit 2, purl i, knit 2, purl

I, knit 2 ;
silk over twice, purl 3 together, knit ii

;

silk over twice, puid 3 together, knit 2 (29 stitches).

^th row.—Knit 2, silk over twice, purl 2 together,

knit 2 ;
>$», silk over, knit 2 together, repeat from

N.B .— The hisiructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.
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twice more, knit 3i silk over twice, purl 2 togetliei,

knit 12 (29 stitches).

St/i row.—Cast off 3, knit 8, silk over twice, purl 2

together, knit 1 1 ;
silk over twice, purl 2 together, knit 2

(26 stitches).



more, knit 3, silk over twice, purl 2 together, knit 2

(29 stitches).

iith row .—Knit 2, silk over twice, purl 2 together,

knit II, silk over twice, purl 2 together, knit 12 (29

stitches).

11th row .—Cast off 3, knit 8, silk over twice, purl

2 together, knit ii, silk over twice, purl 2 together,

knit 2 (26 stitches).

Repeat from ist pattern row and continue to work
thus for 24 inches for the neck of the Vest, and work

2 more pieces, of 7 inches each, for the sleeves.

For the body of the Vest, cast on 90 stitches, and
work in ribs of 5 plain, 5 purl, for 9 inches. Then,

to form a gusset, increase i stitch at the beginning of

every row, and work in plain knitting until you have

increased ii stitches on each side, making a total of

1 12. Cast off, with larger needles, very loosely. Work
a second piece to correspond, and sew up the sides of

the Vest to within 2 inches of the gusset. Join the

trimming for each sleeve, and sew the sleeve up each

side of the gusset, leaving an inch at the top to be

sewn into the neck trimming and form a shoulder.

Sew up the neck trimming and add it to the top of

the Vest. Finish by running a ribbon through the

insertion round the neck.

N.B.— The Instructions a-pply to Pearsall’s Silks only.





No. XXXVIlB.

BABY’S SILK KNITTED VEST,
THICKER.

Materials:— to 2 oz. Pearsall’s “Empress” or

“Extra Quality” Knitting Silk. 2 Needles,

No. 16 or 17.

The Vest is worked in a combination of broad and
narrow ribs, each set of ribs being marked off by

a semi-colon in the directions.

Cast on 107 stitches.

isi row .—Knit 2 plain, 2 purl, 2 plain, repeat

from twice more
;

i purl, i plain, i purl, repeat

from 8 times more; 2 plain, ^, 2 purl, 2 plain,

repeat from ^ twice more
;

i purl, i plain, i purl,

repeat from <• 8 times more ; 2 plain, 2 purl, 2

plain, repeat from twice more
;

i purl, •{», i plain,

I purl, repeat from 8 times more
; 2 plain,

2 purl, 2 plain, repeat from twice more.

In the second row work as first, taking the plain

stitches as purl and the purl as plain.

Work thus for 8 inches. Then work the first 14

stitches as usual, knit plain to within 14 of end, knit

these in pattern as usual.

Work back 14 in pattern, knit 6g plain, work 14 in

pattern. Repeat these two rows three times more.

Work the pattern, as at the beginning of the Vest, for

li inches. Then again work 14 stitches in pattern at

each end, knitting 69 plain in the centre, for 8 rows.

Now work 14 in pattern, cast off 69, and work in

pattern on the remaining 14 stitches for about 2 inches,

for a shoulder strap. Leave these 14, and work on

the 14 stitches left on the other shoulder for the second

strap. When this is finished, cast on 69 stitches more
and work the 14 of the first strap in pattern. You

N.B.— The Instriutions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



have now commenced the back which must be exactly

like the front but one inch longer. Sew up the sides,

beginning from the bottom, to within one inch of the

yoke. Finish the neck and armholes with a small

tinted image digitise^D^n^niversif^reoutnampfo^Hbra^TiStisafion



No. XXXVIIc.

KNITTED MUFFLER, IN SINGLE
RIB KNITTING.

Materials:—About 6 or 7 oz. Pearsall’s “Extra
Quality” or “Empress” Knitting Silk, and 2

long Steel Knitting Needles, No. 15.

CAST on 130 stitches
;
work 20 rows in plain

knitting.

For the Pattern Row, which is to be repeated

throughout the Muffler, work as follows

:

Knit II, purl i, knit i, purl i, repeat from to

within 10 stitches of the end of the row, knit these 10.

Work thus for 5 feet
;
and then again work 20 rows

of plain knitting, and cast off loosely.

This Muffler can be left plain as above, or would

look well with a knotted fringe made as follows

:

Into each stitch of the end of the Muffler fasten a

strand of silk 6 inches in length. Each strand should

be doubled^ and the centre, or loop, drawn with a

crochet hook through the stitch. Then draw the ends

through their own loop, and bring it close to the

Muffler. When each stitch has been worked into,

take four of the doubled strands at a time and knot

them about half an inch lower than the end of the

Muffler, take the next four and knot them in the same

manner, until they are all knotted.

.A heavier Muffler may be worked in Pearsall’s

“ Sovereign ” Waistcoat Silk, casting on about 90

stitches to begin with, and using Needles No. 12 or

13. The same stitch is used, but it would take 9 or 10

ounces of this coarser silk.

N.B .— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.





No. XXXVIId.

CROCHETTED MUFFLER, IN
FANCY CROCHET.

Materials: — About 7 oz. Pearsall’s “Pamela”
Crochet Silk or “ Extra Quality” Knitting Silk.

1 Crochet Hook.

When this Muffler is to be worked with ^'’Pamela'”

Silk, the Hook should be a No. 2 Penelope, Steel.

Should it, however, be preferred in Extra Quality''''

Knitting Silk—and it is much softer against the skin

when worked in that make—it will be necessary to

work with a fine Ivory, or Bone Hook about the size

of a Penelope No. i.

M ake a chain of 130. Work one row of double

crochet, working into each stitch of the founda-

tion. Turn with 3 chain, and for the Pattern Row
work I double crochet (D.C.) into the first stitch,

taking both sides of the stitch
;
then i treble crochet

(T.C.) into the next, taking the 7iearer side of the

stitch. Repeat from to the end of the row.

. Work in the same manner in the next and each

succeeding row, always keeping the D.C. stitches over

the D.C. and the T.C. stitches over the T.C. stitches

of the previous row. Work for 5 feet or the length

required, and finish off.

The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.
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No. XL.

LADY’S LIGHT SILK OPERA WRAP.

Materials :— i oz. Pearsall’s “Gossamer” Knitting

Silk. 2 Steel Needles, No. i6 or 17. /I

This specially light head-wrap is made in two

pieces, a centre and a border
;
the latter is sewn

on, with a little fullness, all round.

For the centre.—Cast on 6 stitches. Knit i row

plain, and commence Pattern. Purl a row and knit a

row alternately for 6 rows.

•]th row.—•<$, Silk in front, knit 2 together, repeat

from to end of row.

%th row.—Purl.

()th and \oth, 11 th and 12th rows.—Same as 7th

and Sth.

Repeat these 12 Pattern rows throughout the centre.

After the first 12 rows, increase i stitch at the beginning

and end of each plain knitted row, until you have

completed 8 stripes of openwork and 8 stripes of close 1

knitting.

Again repeat the 12 rows, increasing in every knitted

row (the fancy rows as well as the plain) until you have

completed 8 more of each stripe.

Work 3 more stripes of each without increasing.

Continue to work in the stripes, but decrease in the

same proportions and in the same rows as you in-

creased before, until there are only 6 stitches left.

Cast off.

For the border.—Cast on 26 stitches. Knit i row

plain.

\st row of Pattern.—Knit 2, silk twice over the

needle, purl 2 together, knit 2, silk twice over the

needle, purl 2 together, knit 2. This is to form the
p

edge, and these 10 stitches will be called “Edge” for

N.B.— The Instructions apply to PearsalPs Silks only.
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the future. Purl to within 5 stitches of the other or

border end
;

silk over, knit 2 together, silk over twice,

knit 2 together, silk over, knit i.

T.ndrow.—Knit 17. Edge, as given above.

yd row.—Edge. Purl to within 5 of end, and repeat ^
border as in ist row.

4//% row.—Knit 18. Edge.

^th row.—Edge. Purl to within 5 of end, and repeat

border as before.

bth row.—Knit 19. Edge.

Tth row.—Edge. Purl to within 5 of end, and repeat

border.

Zth row.—Cast off 4. Purl to Edge, and work this 1

as usual.
!

Now repeat from row i, but, in order to form a rib,

knit the stitches which you have before purled between

the edge and the border, and purl those which you i

have knitted. Work the edge and border stitches as

usual. Reverse the purled and knitted stitches in

every 8th row throughout the border. Work a length ,

of 54. yards.

In sewing the border to the centre, it will be best to 1

begin from the middle of the back, fulling the border
!

on slightly, until you reach the 6 stitches with which

you began the centre
;
then take the half of the border,

and fasten it to the middle of the front, fulling it along

the edge to meet the border from the back. Care must

be taken that the border is not twisted, and that an

equal amount is left for the lappets at each side.

Sew the border to the other half of the centre in the

same manner, and sew the remainder of the border 1

together, edge to edge, on each side, so as to form

lappets. Gather up the ends. A little more fullness

should be allowed in the front than in the back of the

centre.
“

N.B.— The Instructio 7is apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.

1





No. XLI.

LADY’S KNITTED SILK WRAP
(ANOTHER PATTERN, THICKER).

Materials ;—3I oz. Pearsall’s “ Empress ” or “Extra
Quality” Knitting Silk. 2 Bone Needles, No. 13.

CAST on very loosely 156 stitches. Knit i row

plain.

ind row .—Knit 2, silk twice round the needle, purl

2 together, knit 3, silk twice round the needle, purl

2 together. Repeat from knit 2.

Repeat this row throughout the Wrap. When it

is an exact square, cast off very loosely
;

it will then

be about 24 inches scpiare without the border. It can

of course be made larger or smaller as desired.

For the Border.—Cast on 9 stitches. Knit i row

plain.

\st row of Pattern .—Knit 2, silk over twice, purl 2

together, knit 2, silk over twice, knit 2 together, knit i.

ind row .— Knit 2, purl i, knit 2, silk over twice,

purl 2 together, knit 2.

yd row .—Knit 2, silk over twice, purl 2 together,

knit 4, pick up i, knit i.

e,th row .—Knit i, cast off i, knit 4, silk over twice,

purl 2 together, knit 2.

Repeat these 4 rows for a length of 8 inches longer

than the 4 sides of the square. Sew on to the Wrap,

and allow 2 inches for fulling in at each of the corners.

N.R.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.

I
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No. XLII.

LADY’S SILK OPERA WRAP,
NETTED (LIGHT).

Materials :— i oz. Pearsall’s “Gossamer” Knitting

Silk. 3 Meshes and f. i Steel Knitting

Needle, No. I2.

p'OR ce7itre of Wrap.—Commence with Mesh, size

by making i6 stitches on a foundation, and ioin

in a circle.

md romid, with the kriitting needle.— Net i

stitch in each of the next 3 loops, 2 into the 4th loop,

forming a corner
;
repeat from 3 times, giving four

corners.

37'd, ifth., ana ^th rounds.—Same as 2nd round,

working 2 stitches in each of the four corners.

bth round, with Mesh size i-.—Same as last round,

N.B.

—

The histructiotis apply to Pearsall's Silks only.



being careful to make the 2 stitches into each corner

to keep the work square.

‘]th roimd, with knitting needle.—Cross netting by

taking the 2nd stitch and then the ist
;
the 4th, and

then the 3rd; and so on to the end of round. Always

remember to make the 2 stitches in the corners. This

finishes the pattern of the centre. Continue in this

manner until the Wrap is i yard square, or larger if

desired.

Shellsfor Border.—With flat bone Mesh, size |, cast

on 32 stitches.

2nd, yd, yh, ^ih, and 6th rows.—With knitting

needle, plain.

7//z row.—With mesh size i. Net 2 stitches in each

loop of the 6th row. 5 more plain rows.

lyh row.—Mesh size i. Plain netting with i stitch

into each loop.

\\th row.—Knitting needle. Cross netting as in

7th round of centre. 4 rows plain netting, with same

mesh.

\yh row.— Mesh size i. i stitch into every other

loop. This completes the shell.

Tie securely, and make sufficient shells to sew all

round the Wrap.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.



No. XLIII.

LADY’S CROCHETTED SILK OPERA
WRAP.

Materials :—2 oz. Pearsall’s “ Gossamer ” Knitting

Silk. Bone Crochet Hook, No. ii.

M ake a chain of 140. Work one row of double

crochet (D.C.).

isi row of-pattern.— Make a chain of 7, and work

I D.C. into the 5th stitch from the needle. Repeat

from throughout.

ind row.—Turn with 3 chain. Work 9 treble

crochet (t.c.) into the 4th stitch of the 7th chain.

Repeat throughout.

^ 7-d row.— Turn with 3 chain. Work i D.C. into

the 5th of the 9 T.C. -if*-, 7 chain, i D.C. into the 5th

T.C. of the next group of 9. Repeat from -fy. Repeat

these last two rows throughout the wrap, which should

be about it yards long. Finish by working a row of

3 chain, I D.C. into the 5th stitch of each group of

9 T.C.
;
repeat from ^ to end of row. Work i row of

double crochet, and for the border work as follows :

1st row.—7 chain, i D.C. into the 3rd stitch of the

last row. 7 chain, miss 3, i D.C. into the following

stitch, repeat from to end of row.

ind row.— •^, 3 chain, i D.C. into the 4th stitch of

the 7 chain, repeat from to end of row.

-^rd row.—9 T. c. into the 3rd stitch of last row,
^J<-,

3 chain, miss 3, 9 T. C. into the next stitch, repeat from

4^ to end of row.

i^th row.—Same as 1st.

5//« row.—Same as 2nd.

N.B .—The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.
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bth row.

—

18 T.c. into the 3rd stitch of last row,

<{», I D.C. into the 3rd from the hook, miss 3 and work

18 T.c. into the next stitch, repeat from to end ot

row. Work' the same border to the other end, and

finish off

N.B .— The histj'nciions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



No. XLVII.

GENTLEMAN’S TRICOT WAIST-
COAT IN WOOL AND SILK.

Materials ;—i lb. 8-thread Berlin Wool (a dark

colour), 2 doz, skeins Pearsall’s Washing Filo-

selle, Red, or any bright colour. Tricot Hook,

No. 6.

T his well-known stitch is one of the best for

gentlemen’s waistcoats, and the simplest method
is to work a straight piece of tric&t of the required

length and width. This should be afterwards cut and
shaped by a tailor, who makes the proper incisions

for the pockets.

Make a chain of 63 (more or less, according to the

width required, but this is a good average number).

Proceed to work in tricot two pieces the required size.

When these are finished, work in Filoselle, with a wool

needle, a twisted stitch over the upright bars, passing

the needle in a slanting direction from right to left

under each bar.

A^.B .—An experienced worker may prefer to cut out

a waistcoat pattern of the required size in thick brown
paper, and shape her work to it by increasing and
decreasing in the ordinary way. This will take rather

less wool.

N.B,— The Instructions apply to Pearsall!s Silks only.



The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.

No. XLVII.
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No. XLVIII.

GENTLEMAN’S WAISTCOAT KNIT-
TED IN WOOL AND SILK.

Materials:—About 5 oz. Pearsall’s “Sovereign”
or “ Spun ” Waistcoat Silk; fib. Double Berlin

Wool or Petticoat Yarn, according to thickness

required. For the Yarn, use Needles No. ii;

for the Berlin Wool No. g.

N.B.—w means wool, and s silk.

CAST on 72 stitches with wool. Knit a row, purl a

row.

2,rd row.— Knit 6 w, 3 S, repeat from >}.

t\th row.—<{••, Purl 3 S, 6 w, repeat from

^th row.—Same as 3rd.

blh row.— Purl 6 W, 3 S, repeat from

Tth row.— Knit 3 S, 6 w, repeat from *}.

8/A row.—Same as 6th.

9/A row. — Yimt 3 w, 3 S, 6 w, repeat from -4^, end

with 3 w.

loth row.—Purl 3 w, •<{, 3 s, 6 w, repeat from end

with 3 w.

1 1 /A row.—Same as gth. Continue to work thus,

making the little silk cubes run diagonally across the

waistcoat. The waistcoat should be cut and shaped

by a tailor, unless a very experienced worker should

prefer to shape it, while working, to a paper pattern.

N.B .— If preferred, Pearsall’s “ Leviathan ” Silk may
be used in place of Waistcoat Silk, or the whole waist-

coat may be knitted in “ Leviathan ” Silk. In the latter

case, about 9 oz. of the darker colour will be required.

N.B.— The Instrtcctions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.
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No. XLIX.

GENTLEMAN’S WAISTCOAT IN
WOOL AND SILK, WORKED ON
CANVAS.
Materials ;— i yard Single Canvas, S oz. 4~thread

Berlin Wool, Dark Brown; 3 doz. skeins each

Tan and Gold, Pearsall’s Washing Filoselle.

Ordinary Wool Needle.

M ark out on the canvas the outline of the waist-

coat.

1st row .—With brown wool work a long stitch

covering 6 threads of canvas in depth, and work 2

similar stitches by its side
;
miss 3 threads, and work

another group of three long stitches. Continue thus

to the outline.

2nd row .—With Tan silk, at the left side of the first

group of wool stitches, insert your needle 2 threads

below the top, and work a group of 3 stitches, each

covering 6 threads of the canvas in depth. Continue

woi'king these groups of long silk stitches in the same

position, between the wool groups.

yd row.—Wool. Immediately over the first group

of wool long stitches leave a space 2 threads of canvas

in depth, and work another group of 3 long stitches,

covering as before 6 threads of canvas in depth.

Continue these groups directly over each previous

wool group.

i,ih row .—Tan Silk. Work groups of Tan long

stitches, as in second row. Continue to work these

alternate rows of wool and Tan silk, and fill up the in-

termediate small spaces with short stitches in Gold silk.

The whole pattern could be worked in silk, but the

effect is better when the darkest portion is in wool. If

silk only is used, 36 skeins of dark brown Filoselle

will be required in place of the wool.

N.B.— The Instruciions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.
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No. L.

GENTLEMAN’S WAISTCOAT IN
WOOL AND SILK, WORKED ON
CANVAS (ANOTHER PATTERN).

Materials :—One yard Single-Thread Canvas, looz.

4-thread Berlin Wool, Chocolate Brown
; 4 doz.

skeins Pearsall’s Washing Filoselle, Pale Blue.

Ordinary Wool Needle.

H aving drawn the shape of the waistcoat on the

canvas, work with wool as follows :—Beginning

at the right-hand corner, work a long, upright stitch

covering six threads of the canvas. In succession,

work four more similar stitches, each stitch being begun

one thread higher from the bottom, and extending one

thread higher at the top. After this 5th stitch, reverse

the next four stitches by beginning each of them one

thread lower on the canvas, each stitch covering six

threads as before. From this point it will always be

found that the fourth stitch makes the point of the van-

dyke, upwards and downwards.

Each row of wool Vandykes is separated by a narrow

Vandyke in Filoselle, for which you leave two threads

of canvas between the wool Vandykes. Work the

Filoselle in these spaces after the wool is completed,

as it looks fresher and brighter if put in last.

N.B ,— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks ottly.



No. L.

I

N.B.— The Inst7'uctio7is api>ly to Pearsall’s Silks only.
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No. LI.

GENTLEMAN’S WAISTCOAT IN
WOOL AND SILK, WORKED ON
CANVAS (ANOTHER PATTERN).

Materials ;—One yard Single-Thread Canvas ; 6 oz.

4-thread Berlin Wool, very dark Navy Blue;

3 skeins Pearsall’s Purse Silk, No. 2 size, or

I oz. “Pamela” Crochet Silk, Bright Green.

Ordinary Wool Needle.

piRST ROW.—With wool, make an upright stitch

covering si.-t threads of the canvas, followed by

three similar stitches in the same position. Then work

a group of four upright stitches covering three threads

of the canvas only. Repeat these alternate tall and

short groups for the width of the waistcoat.

2nd Row .—This is worked in blocks of four upright

stitches, each stitch covering six threads of the canvas.

The blocks must be worked immediately above those

of the previous row, starting exactly where the latter

left off. The canvas must be entirely covered in this

manner, with long stitches which should always cover

six threads. The effect of basket-work is obtained by

horizontal stitches in silk, worked at the base of each

group of four stitches, as will be seen by the illustration.

N.B .—If preferred, Pearsall’s “ Leviathan” Knitting

Silk may be used in place of the wool. In this case 13

or 14 oz. of Silk will be required.

N.B.— The histructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



No. LI.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.
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jJo. Lli.

GENTLEMAN’S WAISTCOAT IN
WOOL AND SILK, WORKED ON
CANVAS (ANOTHER PAT-
TERN).

Materials ;— i yard of rather coarse Tapestry Can-
vas

; } lb. Double Berlin Wool, Black or any
dark colour; 3I or 4 doz. skeins Pearsall’s

Filoselle of some good contrasting colour. The
Silk may be used double if an extra thick stripe

is required. An ordinary Rug Needle.

'
I 'HIS is an old pattern and can be worked in a
-L variety of ways. It is still so popular that we

give one of the methods.

To avoid wasting the material, mark out the shape

of the waistcoat fronts on the canvas and work to

these.

Commence with the silk, and work a stripe in

crossed back-stitch, each stitch covering 2 threads of

the canvas in width. Begin at the bottom of the stripe

and work upwards. To start the stitch, insert the

needle at the point at which you wish to begin, and work
straight across 2 threads, from left to right, bringing

the needle out again at the hole from which you started.

Then begin the back stitching as follows :—Work a

stitch diagonally, 2 threads to the riglit, and i thread

higher than the last stitch
;
cross this stitch 2 threads

to the left, the needle being brought out at the hole

from which you originally started. Again, work a

diagonal stitch 2 threads to the right and 2 threads

higher up
;
cross this with a stitch 2 threads to the

left and i thread of the canvas higher, and bring the

needle out exactly in a line with the hole from which

the crossing started. It will thus be seen that the

i

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.
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space of I hole of the canvas between them. When
the silk stripes are finished, work same stitch with

wool, commencing' at the centre hole left between the

stripes, and working across the silk into the centre

hole between the next 2 stripes. The next following

stripe of wool will be worked from the same holes as

that already finished, and across the next following-

silk stripe. Work thus until the silk is entirely covered,

with the exception of the stripes at each outer edge.

Then with a very sharp pair of scissors cut the wool

stripes exactly up the middle. In doing this great care

must be taken not to cut the silk tmderneath

;

indeed

some workers protect the silk by laying a narrow

piece of tape over each silk stripe and working across

it. The wool should be cut very carefully or jagged

ends will be left. Should this occur, they must be

trimmed off evenly.

N.B.— The Instructio7is apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.
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No. LIIa.

GENTLEMAN’S WAISTCOAT IN
SILK, ON CANVAS (ANOTHER
PATTERN).

Materials:—^ yard Canvas; 7 balls each Sage
Green and Navy Blue (or any two colours pre-

ferred) Pearsall’s “Spun” Waistcoat or “Le-
viathan” Knitting Silk; 3 doz. small skeins

Pearsall’s Washing Filoselle Green-Blue, No.
150 DD.

WORK the length way of the waistcoat (always

starting from the bottom) with Sage Waistcoat

or “ Leviathan ” Silk in herring-bone stitch over two

stitches of the canvas
;
and then work the Navy Blue

over it in the same way, taking up the stitches missed

when working the Sage rows.

When the waistcoat is worked all over in this way,

take a strand of the Filoselle and work in back-stitch

over each stitch between the rows of herring-bone.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.
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No. LIII. 'I

LADY’S SHAPED WAISTCOAT, IN
WOOL, WITH SILK SPOTS.

Materials :

—

5i oz. 8-thread Berlin Wool, Dark ,

Brown
;

i doz. skeins Pearsall’s Washing
Filoselle, Gold, or any colour preferred. 2 Bone

1

Needles, No. 8.

T his fancy stitch consists of 4 rows, and is worked

as follows :

\st row.— Purl 2, knit 2. Repeat from to end.

2nd row.— Knit 2, purl 2. Repeat from to end. •

^rd row.—Same as 2nd.

!\th row.—Same as ist.

The instructions which follow refer to the shaping

j

the fancy stitch given above must be continued

throughout the waistcoat.

When it is completed, a stitch in gold Filoselle is

worked with a needle into the left-hand corner of each
!|

of the plain knitted squares of the honeycomb which

has been formed.

The waistcoat is worked in two halves. For the

first, begin at the shoulder, and cast on, in wool, 28 y

stitches. Work the 4 rows given above. These should
|

measure about 5 inches across.
|

Then increase a stitch (by knitting the back as well

as the front of the stitch) at the beginning of every 4th

row. This is to give the slope for the front of the

neck. At the same time, decrease (by knitting 2 to-

gether) at the end of every 4th row, to give the curve

of the arm-hole. Keep the pattern carefully, regulating

the increases and decreases so as to adapt them to it.

When li inches have been worked thus, leave off de-

creasing on the arm-hole side, but continue to increase

in the front. Work in this manner for 4 inches more.

N.B .— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



Then increase in every other row at the arm-hole side,

and cease increasing for the front, which is now to be

straight. Having worked in this manner for li inches

(7j- inches counting from the top of the work) cast on

24 stitches for the under part of the arm-hole, and work
2i inches without increasing or decreasing. At this

point your work should measure about nr- inches

across. You now begin to form the darts. The posi-

tion of the first dart (calculating from the above width)

should be 5 inches from the under-arm line
; that of

N.B.— The Instrur.tions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



the second, 4 inches from the front. 2 1 inches (occupied

by 8 stitches), should be left between the darts, the

decreasings being invariably worked immediately on

either side of these 8. It is a good plan to run wool of

another colour into the first and last of these 8 stitches,

so as to determine accurately the position of the darts.

1st row with dart.—Beginning at the arm-hole end,

and still working by the measurement above, knit 30

stitches in the pattern, slip i, knit i, draw the slipped

stitch over the knitted one. Usual stitch to end. The
second dart is not yet commenced.

Work 3 rows without decreasing.

^th row .—Work 29, decrease, usual stitch to end.

bth rotv .—Beginning from the front of the waistcoat,

and for the second dart, work 26 stitches, decrease,

usual stitch to end.

Work 2 rows without decreasing.

row .—Work 28. Decrease. Usual stitch to

end.

10th row.—Work 25. Decrease. Usual stitch to end.

Work 2 rows without decreasing.

Continue to work thus, decreasing for the darts in

2 consecutive rows, and working the 2 next rows

plain, for 5 “; inches, measuring from the commence-

ment of the first dart. Be sure always to keep the

2~ inches between the darts. At this point the half

waistcoat should measure about 7 inches across. Then,

continuing to work the darts, increase a stitch at the

under-arm line, at the beginning of every second row.

Work thus for i| inches. You now discontinue de-

creasing for the darts. Decrease at the under-arm

line by knitting 2 together at the beginning of every

other row, for 2-t inches. This is to give a slope

towards the point of the front. Then decrease at the

beginning of every row until you have reduced to

I stitch.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to PenrsalPs Silks only.
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I,:

'

i

I

i

i

j

Work the second half to correspond, with the differ-

ence that the silk spots should be on the other side of

the knitting.

This Waistcoat measures about 22 inches from the

shoulder to the extreme point of the front, and is a

good medium size. The directions are given in inches,

as knitting varies so much with different workers; the

number of stitches at the darts are merely indicated

as an approximate guide.

N.B.— The InstructiotLs apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



No. LIV.

GENTLEMAN’S KNITTED HUNTING
WAISTCOAT (VERY THICK) IN
SILK, OR SILK AND WOOL.
Materials :—i lb. Double Berlin Wool; about 6 oz.

Pearsall’s “ Sovereign” or “ Spun” Waistcoat

Silk, or “Leviathan” Knitting Silk. 2 Bone
Needles, No. g or lo.

CAST on in wool sufficient stitches for the width of

one side of the waistcoat. An odd stitch is re-

quired, to make the Pattern right.

Work I row plain.

ijf row of Pattern.— i
plain, •J-, i purl, i plain,

repeat from to end of the row.

ind and yd rows.—Same as the ist.

4f/z row.— Plain.

5/A row.—Purl.

bth row.—Join the silk and work i row plain, in silk.

Repeat from ist row to 5th row inclusive, and begin

at the 6th again with wool. Work thus in alternate

stripes of wool and silk throughout the front.

Work a second piece to correspond.

If it is possible to ascertain the position of the

pockets required, it is a good plan to make the aper-

tures for them in the working. This is done as

follows Knit (in the 6th row of a stripe) to the

point at which the pocket is to commence, cast off a

sufficient number of stitches for the width of the

pocket, and in the next row cast on the same number

of stitches, and continue the pattern as before.

It is better in most cases to work the waistcoat in

two straight pieces of the length and width required,

leaving the tailor to cut and shape in the making up.

Some workers, however, prefer to shape their work by

a paper pattern cut from a model waistcoat.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.
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No. LV.

GENTLEMAN’S CROCHETTED
HUNTING WAISTCOAT (VERY
THICK) IN SILK, OR SILK AND
WOOL.
Materials:— i lb. Double Berlin Wool, Dark Brown,

Dark Green, or any warm dark colour; 2 oz.

Pearsall’s “ Sovereign ” Waistcoat Silk or “ Le-

viathan” Knitting Silk, in any light contrast-

ing shade, i Tricot Hook, No. 8, and i Crochet

Hook, No. 10.

This 'waistcoat can be •worked entirely in silk, in

which case about 14 oz. will be req2iired of dark Waist-

coat Silk, and 2 of light.

M ake a chain of the width required for one side

of the waistcoat, in the dark wool or silk.

Work into each stitch of the chain as if for double

crochet (D.C.), but, having drawn the wool through

the chain and through one loop, do not finish the D.C.

as usual by drawing the wool through two loops, but

leave these on the hook, and proceed to the next

stitch
;
you will thus, at the end, have a row of loops

left on the hook as in ordinary tricot. To work back,

draw through 2, then through i, and so on alternately

to the end, finishing with drawing the wool through i.

Work the next and each of the succeeding forward

rows in the same manner as the ist row, taking up the

upright stitches. Always work back as directed above.

It is better, if the position of the pockets can be

decided from a pattern waistcoat, to make the aper-

tures for these while working. The method of doing

this is as follows :— In the forward row, work as usual

to the point where the pocket begins
;
then, instead of

taking up the upright stitches, make i chain, hold-

ing the wool between the finger and thumb of your

left hand so as to prevent its drawing up tight to the

hook
;
pass the hook through the loop which you have

between your finger and thumb, and work it as a stitch

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.
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which you keep on the hook. Repeat from and
continue to work thus until a sufficient length has
iDeen worked for the pocket, missing a corresponding
number of upright stitches in the last row. Then
work as usual to the end, and work back as before.

When you have crochetted enough for one front of the

waistcoat, finish with a forward row of ordinary D.c.

With the smaller Crochet Hook (or a bodkin if pre-

ferred,) draw a double strand of the contrasting silk

through each line of upright stitches. Work another
piece to correspond

;
the whole to be afterwards shaped

by the tailor.

N.B .— The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.
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No. LVa.

GENTLEMAN’S HUNTING WAIST-
COAT (VERY THICK) IN SILK,
OR SILK AND WOOL (ANOTHER
PATTERN).

Materials:—Two colours (A and B) Pearsall’s

“ Sovereign ” or “ Spun ” Waistcoat Silk. About

12 oz. A, 6 oz. B. If wool is used, it should be

Double Berlin, and should take the place of

Colour A. 2 Long Needles, No. ii or 12.

CAST on, in colour A, sufficient stitches for one

side of the waistcoat
;
there must be an uneven

number.

isi row.— Knit i, slip i
;
repeat these two stitches

to within i of the end, knit this.

2nd row .—Knit i, wool forward, slip I, wool back,

knit I ; repeat from
•»J<-

to end.

yd row .—Slip i, knit i, repeat to within one of end,

slip this.

\ih row .—Wool forward, slip i, wool back, knit i,

end with slip 1.

5/A row .—Work as first row, but in colour B.

6/A row .—As second row, but in colour B.

Repeat these 6 rows until the piece is long enough

to be cut out and made up by a tailor. From 22 to

23 inches is a good average length.

I

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.
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No. LVI.

LADY’S SILK MITTEN.

Materials:—i oz. Pearsall’s Tartan (or self colour)

Knitting; Silk. 2 Steel Needles, No. 17.

CAST on 64 stitches. Work a rib of 2 plain, 2 purl,

for 2 inches.

ist row of right hand.—Knit plain.

2nd row.—Purl. Repeat thesetworows until you have

finished increasing for the thumb. After the first four

N.B.— The Instncctions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.
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rows always increase i stitch at the end of each plain

row until you have increased 24 stitches.

For the thumb.—Work on the 24 stitches just named
in a rib of 2 knit, 2 purl, for half an inch

;
cast off.

Join the silk to the hand at the point where you

began ribbing the 24 stitches, and work a rib of 2 plain,

2 purl, for I inch. Cast off and sew up.

Make the left-hand mitten, remembering to increase

at the beginning of the plain row, instead of at the end.

This will bring the seam to the inside of the hand in

both mittens.

N.B.— The Instricctiorts apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



No. LVIII.

GENTLEMAN’S SILK MITTEN,
WITHOUT THUMB.

Materials;— i oz. each Pearsall’s “Empress” or

“Extra Quality” Knitting, Myrtle and Scarlet

(or other two colours preferred). 2 Steel

Needles, No. 17.

CAST on 80 stitches in myrtle. Knit one row
plain.

2nd row .—Knit 50, purl 30 (these 30 are wrist

stitches).

yd row.—Plain.

4M row.—Knit 50, turn, without working the wrist

stitches.

^th row.—Slip the ist stitch, knit 49. These two

rows give extra width to the hand.

bth row.—Knit 49, slip the 50th stitch, taking it

from the back
;
this is to prevent a hole where you

turned. Knit the 30 wrist stitches.

jth ro^u .—Purl 30, knit 50.

Ztli row.—Plain.

c)th row.—Join the scarlet silk, and knit plain.

Repeat from the 2nd to the 9th row inclusive, and

continue to repeat these 8 rows twice more, alter-

nately Joining scarlet and myrtle at the 9th row.

When two scarlet and two myrtle stripes have been

worked, counting from the beginning, make a hole for

the thumb as follows :— In the 3rd row knit 36, cast

off 24, knit 20.

In the 4th row, knit 20, cast on 24, knit 6, turn,

and continue to work as before for the rest of the

mitten. When completed, there should be 9 stripes of

each colour, or more if the hand is a specially wide

one.

To make the border:—Before joining the mitten.

N.B.

—

The Imtructiojis apply to Pearsall's Silks only.



take up; ne stitches along the top of the hand, and

work in plain knitting two rows of scarlet and two of

myrtle, and cast off very loosely. Work a similar

border at the wrist.

iiiiilii
siiiiiif
p |ii

li

Sew up the hand neatly.

In the left-hand mitten make the thumb-hole in the

yth, instead of the 3rd scarlet stripe.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.
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No. LIX.

GENTLEMAN’S SILK MITTEN,
WITHOUT THUMB (ANOTHER
PATTERN).
Materials :— i oz. Pearsall’s “ Empress ” or “ Extra

Quality” Knitting Silk, Tartan or Plain

Colour; ^ oz. Gold (or any bright colour pre-

ferred). 4 Needles, No. 17 or 18.

CAST on in Tartan 80 stitches, 24 on the first and
third needles, 32 on the centre. Work in ribs

of 2 plain, 2 purl, for 2 J inches.

Knit 8 rounds plain in Tartan.

isi patte7-n round.—Knit 2 Tartan, join the gold,

and knit 2 with it. Repeat 2 Tartan, 2 gold all round.

ind round.—2 gold, 2 Tartan. Repeat all round.

yrd round.—6 Tartan, 2 gold. Repeat all round.

Repeat these 3 rounds for r inch. Knit 8 rounds in

Tartan, purling the four last and four first stitches of

every alternate round.

To form the opening for the thumb, which now
begins, work on two needles only. Always knit the

four first and four last stitches in Tartan, to form an

edge to the thumb-hole.

\st row on two needles.—Knit 4 Tartan (edge), and
begin the pattern, 2 Tartan, 2 gold, as in ist round of

pattern above. End with 4 Tartan (edge).

znd row.—Knit edge. Purl 2 Tartan, 2 gold, and
repeat to edge.

yd 7-ow.—Edge. Knit 2 Tartan, 2 gold, >}«•, 6 Tartan,

2 gold, repeat from to within the last 8 stitches of

end; knit these in Tartan.

lifth row.—Edge. Purl 2 gold, 2 Tartan, and repeat

to edge.

row.—Edge. Knit 2 gold, 2 Tartan, and repeat

to edge.

N.B .—The Instructio 7is apply to Pearsall’s Silks 07ily.



edge always knitted. Wotk another inch of the

pattern in rows. Now work again in rounds, as

before the thumb-hole, beginning with the 8 Tartan

rounds. \¥ork one more inch in pattern, and after it

8 rounds in Tartan. Finish with lo ribbed rounds in

Tartan
; cast off very loosely.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.
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No. LX.

LADY’S FANCY SILK CUFF.
Materials If new materials are needed, four J oz.-

of “Empress” or “Extra Quality” Knitting

Silk, each of a different colour will be required,

but this will be found an excellent means of

using up surplus Knitting Silks. Any good con-

trasting colours will do. Those given below are

Purple, Heliotrope, Blue, and Apricot. One

J oz. ball of White, will in any case also be

needed. 4 Needles, each Nos. 18 and ig.

These cuffs will be foimd very warm and comfort-

able, as the lining is knitted in the same White silk

with which the work is commenced.

CAST on, with White silk, upon needles No. 19, 96

stitches. Work in a rib of 2 knit, 2 purl, for

J of an inch. Knit plain for 30 rounds. This com-

pletes half the lining, the other half being worked at

the other end of the cuff.

Purl I round. Now transfer the stitches to needles

No. 18, and knit i round plain, in white.

To commence the border, knit i round in purple,

I in heliotrope.

yd round of border.— Knit 2 heliotrope, 2 blue,

repeat from ^ to end.

4th round.— i blue, 2 heliotrope, 2 blue, repeat

from all round, end with i blue.

'^th round.—Heliotrope.

bth round.—Purple.

Commence the Pattern as follows :

\st round.—Knit 2 white, 3 apricot, 3 white,

repeat from all round, end with i white.

md rotcnd.— i white, i apricot, i white, i helio-

trope, I white, I apricot, repeat from to end of

round.

N.B.— The Instructio?is apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.
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yd rowid.—•<{, I apricot, i white, i heliotrope, i

white, I heliotrope, i white, repeat from ^ to end of

round.

4?/z rmmd.—2 heliotrope, 3 white, 3 heliotrope, 3

white, repeat from all round, end with i heliotrope.

^th round.—Same as 3rd.

6M rotmd.—Same as 2nd. Repeat these 6 rounds,

and end the pattern by

once more working the ist

round.

Repeat the 6 border

rounds.

Knit I round in white.

Transfer the stitches to the

smaller needles and work
li inch, in white silk, in a

rib of 2 knit, 2 purl.

Repeat the borders and

Pattern on the larger

needles.

Knit I round in white,

and purl i round in white.

On the smaller needles,

for the 2nd half of the

lining, knit 30 plain rounds,

and rib J of an inch in

white.

Sew the two halves of the lining together, edge to

edge, and fold the completed lining inside the cuff.

Take care that the Pattern is not worked so as to be

tighter than the lining.

The cuff can be made larger or smaller as required,

by casting on 12 stitches more or less than those

given in the above instructions.

N.B.— The Inslructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



No. LXI.

LADY’S BEDROOM SLIPPERS
IN SILK.

Materials;—4 oz. Pearsall’s “Sovereign” Waist-

coat Silk, Light Blue or Pink, and 2 oz. Gold.

Ivory Tricot Hook, No. 7.

A /I AKE a chain of g in blue, (b will stand for

iVi Blue and G for Gold throughout).

Work one row of tricot. Once forward and once

back counts as one row, and the loop left on the

needle after working back counts as the first stitch of

each row. In working back, the blue silk is always

drawn through the blue stitches and the gold through

the Gold.

znd row.—Work 3 stitches B, i G, 4 B.

yd row .— Increase a stitch by taking up the first

loop before the upright stitch. Work 2 B, 3 G, 3 B,

increasing again before the last stitch.

\tk row.—Increase, 2 B, 2 G, i B, 2 G, 3 B, increasing

before the last stitch.

row .— Increase, 2 B, 2 G, 3 B, 2 G, 3 B, increasing

as usual.

N.B.— The InstrttcHons apply to PearsalPs Silks only.
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(ith row.— Increase, 2 B, 2 G, 2 B, i G, 2 b, 2 G, 3 B,

and increase.

Till ro%v.— Increase, 2 B, 2 G, 2 B, 3 G, 2 B, 2 G, 3 E,

and increase.

Zth row.— Increase, 2 B, 2 G, 2 B, 2 G, i B, 2 G, 2 B,

2 G, 3 B, and increase.

()th row.— Increase, 2 B, 2 G, 2 B, 2 G, 3 B, 2 G, 2 B,

2 G, 3 B, and increase.

loth row.— Increase, 2 B, 2 G, 2 B, 2 G, 2 B, i G, 2 b,

2 G, 2 B, 2 G, 3 B, and increase.

You will now have started the third gold stripe, and
will see how the pattern runs. Continue working in

the manner given above, increasing at each edge of

the toe, until you have 39 stitches. Then increase i,

and work for the band round the foot on 13 stitches

only, in the following sequence
: 3 B, 2 G, 2 B, 2 G, 3 B,

work back. Continue this band for to inches, (or

longer for an extra size), and when finished, sew to the

1 3 stitches on the other side of the instep, being careful

that the stripes correspond.

Work an edge all round the slipper as follows :

Beginning at the corner of the instep with the gold

silk, work i double crochet into the side of the slipper,

draw the silk through the next stitch, work 6 chain and

draw the last of these through the loop already on your

needle, and work a double stitch into the next hole to

fasten the picot down. The picots should be alter-

nately one blue and one gold all round the slipper.

Work two more rows of picots above the first.

The slipper is then ready for soleing in cork sole or

soft leather.

I.

N.B.

—

The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.
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No. LXII.

LADY’S BEDROOM SLIPPERS
IN SILK AND WOOL.

Materials ; —4 oz. 4-thread Berlin Wool, Pale Blue;
10 skeins Gold Filoselle. Bone Crochet Hook,
No. 8.

j\/T AKE a chain of 15 in Blue wool, (b will stand
iVl for Blue Wool, and G for Gold Filoselle

throug-hout).

Work one row of tric&t. Once forward and once
back counts as one row, and the loop left on the hook
after working back, counts as the first stitch of each
row. In working back, the blue wool is always drawn

through the blue stitches, the gold filoselle through the

gold.

ind row.—Work 6 stitches B, i G, 7 B.

yd 1-ow.— Increase a stitch by taking up the first

loop before the upright stitch, work 5 B, 3 G, 6 B,

increasing again before the last stitch.

t^th ro7£/.— Increase, 5 B, 2 g, i B, 2 G, 6 b, increasing
before the last stitch.

^th Increase, 5 B, 2 G, 3 B, 2 G, 6 B, increasing
as usual.

N.B.— The Instructions apply .to Pearsalls Silks only.
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iith row .— Increase, 5 B, 2 G, 2 B, i G, 2 B, 2 G, 6 B,

and increase.

"jth row.— Increase, 5 B, 2 G, 2 B, 3 G, 2 B, 2 G, 6 B,

and increase.

%th r<77£/.— Increase, 5 B, 2 G, 2 B, 2 G, i B, 2 G, 2 B,

2 G, 6 B, and increase.

^th row.—Increase, 5 B, 2 G, 2 B, 2 G, 3 B, 2 G, 2 B,

2 G, 6 B, and increase.

\oih row.— Increase, 5 B, 2 G, 2 B, 2 G, 2 B, i G, 2 B,

2 G, 2 B, 2 G, 6 B, and increase.

You will now have started the third gold stripe and

you will see how the pattern runs. Continue working

in the manner given above, increasing at each edge of

the toe, until you have 49 stitches. Then increase i,

and work for the band round the foot, on the 1 5 stitches

only (the ist of these being on your needle) in the

following sequence :

\st row.— 5 B, 2 G, 2 B, 2 G, 3 B.

2nd row .—6 B, 2 G, 2 B, 2 G, 3 B. Repeat the second

row throughout the band.

This should measure 10 or 1 1 inches in length
;
when

finished, sew it to the other side of the instep, being

careful that the stripes correspond.

Work one round of double crochet (d. C.) in gold silk

all round the top of the slipper and finish it with 2

rounds of picots as follows :—begin at the corner of the

instep with gold silk, work one D. C. into the side of

the slipper, draw the silk through the next stitch, work

5 chain and draw the last of these through the loop

already on your needle, and work a double stitch into

the next stitch to fasten the picot down. The picots

should be alternately blue and gold all round the

slipper.

Sew the slipper to a warmly lined cork sole, which

should be bound with a blue or gold ribbon to match
the tricot.

I

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.
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No. LXIIIa.

KNITTED CAP EGG COSEY.
(THE ACORN.)

Materials:—Pearsall’s “Extra Quality” or “Em-
press” Knitting, or “Pamela” Crochet Silk.

J oz. each of two colours will make about six

Cosies. 4 Knitting Needles, No. i8.

C .\ST on, in ist colour, i8 stitches on first, i8 on

second, and 19 on third needle. This extra stitch

is to keep the pattern right.

1st round.— Silk forward, slip i, knit i, draw the

slipped stitch over the knitted, repeat from At

the end of round, place the odd stitch on to the first

needle, without working it, until the second round is

begun with it.

Repeat the ist round eight times. It will be found

that the odd stitch has now to be passed on from each

needle in turn to the next, before working it.

At the end of the gth round knit the odd stitch plain

and leave it on the third needle.

loth round.—4’-, Silk forward, knit 2 together, re-

peat from to the odd stitch, then silk forward and
knit it.

iith round.— Silk forward, knit 2 together, re-

peat from to end.

Work 9 rounds more as the iith round, and work
I round of plain knitting. Join colour 2, and knit 2

together, knit the rest plain, and 24 more rounds of

plain knitting in the same colour. To decrease, knit

2 together, knit 7, and repeat to end of round, knit

2 rounds with no decreasing, and repeat the three

rounds with one stitch less between the “2 together”

of each decreasing round until 9 stitches remain; draw
up with a needle and finish.

N.B.— The Instrtictions apply to PearsalHs Silks only
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No. LXIIIa.

N.B,— The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.
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No. LXIIIb.

FLUTED EGG COSEY.
{Knitted with 2 Needles.)

Materials:—Pearsall’s “Extra Quality’’ or “ Em-
press” Knitting Silk, i oz. each of two colours

will make about six Cosies. 2 Knitting Needles,

No. 18.

CAST on, in colour i, 30 stitches.

1st row.— Knit.

ind row.—Purl.

Repeat these two rows seven times more.

With colour No. 2 :

1st row.—Purl.

2nd row.—Knit.

Repeat these two rows seven times more.

Repeat the sixteen rows six times. Cast off, and
sew the cast-on stitches to the cast-off stitches.

Draw up the end where the silk was carried along

the edge, and finish it with a tassel of the two colours

mixed.

i

j

N.B.

—

The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.
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No. LXIIIc.

CROCHETTED PINEAPPLE EGG
COSEY, WORKED IN TWO COLOURS.

Materials: Pearsall's “Pamela” Crochet or “Extra
Quality” Knitting Silk, i oz. each of two
colours will make about five Cosies. Penelope
Crochet Hook, No. i.

A ,T AKE a chain of 5. Join into a circle.

I- Into the circle work 8 double crochet (u.c.).

2nd round.— i d.c. into ist O.C. of last round
(take both edges of the stitch), 2 D.c. into 2nd D.c.

Repeat from all round.

yd round.— i D.c. into each D.c. all round.

6,th round.— i D.c. into ist D.C., 2 D.c. into 2nd,

and 2 D.c. into 3rd D.C. Repeat from all round.

yh round.—As 3rd round.

round.—3 D.c. into each D.c. all round (54
stitches).

Tth round.—As 3rd round.

^st round ofpntter7i.—^Turn with 3 chain (ch.), and
work 2 treble crochet (t.c.) i d.c. into D.c. imme-
diately below hook. miss 2 D.c., and into the 3rd

work 3 T.C., I D.C. Repeat from 13 times more (15

groups).

Join the round with i D.C. into the 3 chain

with rvhich it began, but finish the D.C. stitch with

2nd colour
;
with this work

—

2nd round.—2 ch., 2 T.c. and i D.C. into space im-

mediately below hook (the space just made between
the first and last groups of first colour), into next

space work 3 t.c., i d.c., and repeat all round
from 4'. Repeat from in alternating rounds of

colour until the 9th round of colour 2 has been worked.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.
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Join to the 3 ch. which began the round, and finish

off.

Make a chain of 100 stitches in colour i, and work
I D.c. into each stitch, work I D.c. into each stitch up
the other side with colour 2, and finish off Make 4

small loops of this ribbon, twist and sew on to the

top.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.
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No. LXIV.

GENTLEMAN’S SILK BRACES,
KNITTED.

Materials:— i oz. Pearsall’s “Pamela” Crochet

Silk, (or Purse Silk may be used). Steel Needles

No. i8 for “ Pamela,” and No. 17 for Purse Silk.

CAST on 30, and knit one row plain.

isi row of Pattern.—Knit 7 stitches at the

beginning and end of the row for the Edge, and in the

centre purl 7, knit 2, purl 7.

indrow.—Edge 7, knit 6, purl 4, knit 6, Edge 7.

yd row.—Edge 7, purl 5, knit 6, purl 5, Edge 7.

47/1! row.—Edge 7, knit 4, purl 8, knit 4, Edge 7.

^th row.—Edge 7, purl 3, knit 10, purl 3, Edge 7.

6th row.—Edge 7, knit 2, purl 12, knit 2, Edge 7.

^th row.—Edge 7, knit 7, purl 2, knit 7, Edge 7.

%th row.—Edge 7, purl 6, knit 4, purl 6, Edge 7.

g//i row.—Edge 7, knit 5, purl 6, knit 5, Edge 7.

\oth row.—Edge 7, purl 4, knit 8, purl 4, Edge 7.

I ith row.—Edge 7, knit 3, purl 10, knit 3, Edge 7.

\ith row.—Edge 7, purl 2, knit 12, purl 2, Edge 7.

Repeat these 12 rows throughout the braces for about

18 inches, make another length to correspond, and sew

the two together so as to form a diamond-shaped join

on the back of the braces, about three inches from one

end.

As Knitting always stretches, the measurements

should be taken when the work is stretched to its

fullest extent.

N.B.

—

The InstructioMS apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.
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No. LXIV.

N.B.— The l7istructio7is apply to Pearsall’s Silks 07ily.
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No, LXV.

GENTLEMAN’S SILK BRACES,
CROCHETTED.

Materials;—2 oz. Pearsall’s “Pamela” Crochet
Silk, in any two or three colours. Steel

Crochet Hook, No. 3J Penelope.

M ake a chain of 24 in colour A, and work one row
of tricot (forwards and backwards).

Join colour B, and work another row of tricot.

A third colour may be joined for the third row if

wished.

Work thus in rows of alternating colour, arranged

according to taste, for the length required. 18 inches

is an average length. Work a second strip and mount.

N.B.—This can be employed for school-house or club

colours.

N.B .—The Inst7-uctions apply to Pearsall's Silks 07ily.
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No. LXVI.

LADY’S SILK WAIST-BELT.
Materials :—

I

oz. each Pearsall’s “Empress” or

“Extra Quality” Knitting Silk, Myrtle, Scarlet,

and White, z Needles, No. ig.

CAST on, in myrtle, 35 stitches. Knit 10 rows

plain.

1st row.—Pattern. Knit 5 for edge
;
knit 5 red, 15

myrtle, 5 white
;

knit 5 myrtle for edge. These 5

edge stitches at the beginning and end of every row

will be knitted plain in myrtle, and will always be

alluded to as “ Edge.”

ind rotv.—Knit edge; purl i myrtle, 5 white, 13

myrtle, 5 red, i myrtle
;
knit edge.

yd row—Edge
;
2 myrtle, 5 red, 1 1 myrtle, 5 white,

2 myrtle
;
edge.

,\th row.—Edge
;
purl 3 myrtle, 5 white, 9 myrtle,

5 red, 3 myrtle
;
edge.

^th row.—Edge
;
knit 4 myrtle, 5 red, 7 myrtle, 5

white, 4 myrtle
;
edge.

(jth row.—Edge
;
purl 5 myrtle, 5 white, 5 myrtle,

5 red, 5 myrtle ; edge.

"jlh row.—Edge
;
knit 6 myrtle, 5 red, 3 myrtle, 5

white, 6 myrtle
;
edge.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.



. S//i row.—Edge
;
purl 7 myrtle, 5 white, I myrtle

5 red, 7 myrtle
;
edge.

()th row.—Edge
;

knit 8 myrtle, 5 red, 4 white, 8

myrtle
; edge.

\oth row.—Edge
;
purl 9 myrtle, 2 white, 5 red, 9

myrtle
; edge.

wth row.—Edge
;
knit 10 myrtle, 5 red, 10 myrtle

;

edge.

\ith row.—Edge
;
purl 9 myrtle, 5 red, 2 white, 9

myrtle
;
edge.

\-^throw.—Edge; knit 8 myrtle, 4 white, 5 red, 8

myrtle
;
edge.

14^/2 row.—Edge
;
purl 7 myrtle, 5 red, i myrtle, 5

white, 7 myrtle
;
edge.

\^ih row.—Edge
;
knit 6 myrtle, 5 white, 3 myrtle,

5 red, 6 myrtle
;
edge.

\(ith row.—Edge
;
purl 5 myrtle, 5 red, 5 myrtle, 5

white, 5 myrtle
;
edge.

17/A row.—Edge
;
knit 4 myrtle, 5 white, 7 myrtle,

5 red, 4 myrtle
;
edge.

i8//« row.—Edge
;
purl 3 myrtle, 5 red, 9 myrtle, 5

white, 3 myrtle
;
edge.

19/// row.—Edge ; knit 2 myrtle, 5 white, ii myrtle,

5 red, 2 myrtle
;
edge.

20th row.—Edge
;
purl i myrtle, 5 red, 13 myrtle, 5

white, I myrtle
;
edge.

Repeat from the ist row to the 20th, reversing

the order of the red and white stitches, i.e., working
red stitches where you last worked white, and vice

versa. Continue to work in this manner, reversing

the order of the colours every time you commence the

first row again.

Work the length required for the waist (26 inches

is a good average length), and sew lightly to a thin

Petersham back, or on to a piece of ribbon.

N.B .—The Instructio7is apply to Pearsall's Silks only.
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No. LXVIa.

LADY’S SILK WAIST-BELT,
CROCHETTED, SELF COLOUR.

Materials:— i oz. Pearsall’s “Pamela” Crochet

Silk, or, for a longer Belt, three i oz. balls of

the same. Steel Crochet Hook, No. 4 Penelope.

M ake a chain of 32. Into the fourth of these,

work one “ Lontr Crochet” Il.c. see naae xiv).IVl work one “Long Crochet” (l.c. see page xiv).

Into the fourth from this (eighth of the foundation),

one “ Double Crochet” (see page xiv), 2 chain, 2 L.c.
;

mmm ij ‘Av/A'-w 5y*{
'

% '3* 3 .

repeat from into every fourth chain to the end.

Into the last chain work i D.C. and turn with 3 chain.

This makes 7 points.

2nd row.—Into the first hole formed by the 2 chain

of last row, work i D.C., 2 chain, 2 L.C. Repeat

from to end of row
;
end with I D.C. into the last

3 chain. Turn with 3 chain.

Repeat these two rows for 25 inches. This is a good

average length for a belt. Sew on to a clasp or slide.

N.B.—This waist belt, if worked too loosely, will

stretch a good deal in wear
;

it is therefore essential

that the edge stitches should be worked firmly.

The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.
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No. LXVII.

LONG SILK PURSE, NETTED.

Materials:— 2 skeins Pearsall’s Purse Silk, No. i

size. 2 Meshes, Ncs. and }.

CAST on 58 stitches with the iarge mesh. Tie up

ticht.tight.

With the smaller mesh net 4 rounds, breaking off at

each round.

Proceed with i large round and 3 small ones, until

you have three rows of pattern. The first of each

N,B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.
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small round must be done in cross netting thus :—take

the second loop, then the first, then the fourth, then

the third, and so on.

Having worked your three pattern rounds, work

backwards and forwards (not round) until you have 3

rows of pattern. This forms the opening to the purse.

Work again round and round, making this end like

the first. Tie up and finish with a steel end (to be

had at any Berlin repository), after having slipped on

the rings. Finish off the opening to the purse with a

small edging of crochet : one double crochet stitch, >$,

two chain and a double into the ne.\t stitch
;

repeat

from into all the small stitches. Into the large

mesh-hole work two chain and a D.c. three times.

If desired, one end may be sewn and finished square,

as shown in the Illustration.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.



No. LXVIIa.

LONG SILK PURSE, KNITTED IN
TWO COLOURS.

Materials ;—One skein each Pearsall’s Purse Twist,

No. I in two colours (say Brown and Gold).

4 Needles No. ig, and a Steel Crochet Hook,

No. 4 Penelope.

CAST on in Brown (b) 72 stitches, 24 on each of

three needles.

isi round.—Knit i, purl i all round.

2nd round.—Purl i, knit i all round.

Repeat these two rounds for i inch. Knit 2 rounds

plain.

Join the Gold silk (g) and knit i round plain. The
open work is all knitted in G in the following'

pattern :

Silk in front, slip i, knit 2 together.

Work thus for half an inch. End with i round plain.

Then in B, knit as at the beginning of the purse for

half an inch.

Repeat the half inch of open work, and work a

cjuarter of an inch in B as before and 4 rounds more of

the open work. Knit i round plain in G, and break

off the Gold silk.

In B, work backwards and forwards instead of

round for 2j inches, for the opening of the purse. The
first row should be knitted, the ne-xt purled with the

wrong side of the work towards you, and these two

rows repeated. At the end of the opening, again work

in rounds, beginning with two rounds plain in G, fol-

lowed by 4 rounds of the open work knitted thus :

Knit 2 together, slip i, silk in front, so as to make the

diagonal stripes run the opposite way to those at the

other end of the purse. Then work in B a quarter

of an inch as at the commencement of the purse.

N.B .— The Instructions apply to PearsalPs Silks only.



Repeat the open work as last given for i-t inch, and

work half an inch in B as at the beginning, to finish



No. LXVIII.

ANTIQUE SILK PURSE,
CROCHETTED.

Materials :—3 skeins Purse Silk, size No. i. Steel

Crochet Hook, No. 4 Penelope.

This quaint design is copiedfrom an antique Nor-
tuegian pattern kindly lent by Miss Gemniell, of the

Decorative Needleivork Society.

The pierse consists oftwo pockets, connected by a set

of draw-strings, and is qiiite simple to work if the

directions are correctly carried o^lt for the first two
rows; if, however, any mistake is made in these, it

will entirely throw out the rest of the work.

M ake a chain of 261.

\st row.—Turn with 2 chain, and work i treble

crochet (t.c.) into the last of the foundation chain. 4^,

2 chain, miss 2, work i T.C. into each of the 2 follow-

ing stitches. Repeat from 25 times. Now lay the

work flat on a table with the treble stitches to your right,

the chain to your left
;

double it back from left to

right, and draw the remainder of the chain on which
you are working down through the 5th hole formed by
the T.c. (counting from the beginning of the row).

These 5 holes form the flap of the ist pocket. Work
50 chain, again lay the work flat, and count 50 stitches

on the foundation chain
;
beginning at the 51st of these,

work 22 groups of 2 T.c., with 2 chain between, as at

the other end, leaving a length of 20 of the foundation

chain at the end of the row. Lay the work flat, taking

care that thej'e is no twist anywhere, with the end you
are working to your left

;
double this end under and

draw the silk up between the two connecting chains.

Lay one of these (the foundation chain) between the

N.B .— The Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



group of T.C. just clone and the one about to be done,

and work, as before, 5 groups of

T.C. on the remaining length of

foundation chain, which is now
on the outside edge of the purse.

These 5 groups are to form the

flap of the 2nd pocket.

indro'w .—Turn with 2 chain

and I T.C., and repeat the usual

stitch for 4 groups more, work-

ing the groups immediately

above those of the last row. Lay

the second connecting chain, or

draw-string, between the ne.vt

2 groups as before, so that it

draws through one of the holes,

and work 22 groups more, 50

chain, then 22 groups on the

next pocket, beginning upon the

group from which the chain

started in the last row. Draw
the silk between the two loose

draw-strings, laying the first or

innermost of these between the

groups as before. Work to end

of flap. One of the draw-strings

(the outer) will thus be left loose,

but will be caught in in the

next row, which is to be worked
in the same manner. You will

now see the principle of the

purse, and all that remains is to

continue working in the manner
above for 27 rows. Sew up the

sides of each pocket as far as

the flap, and add a fringe of steel or gold beads to the

N.B.— The InsirucHons apply to Pearsall's Silks only.



end of each bag and flap according to the colouring of

the purse.

A plain but strong fringe is made by threading 24

beads on a thread attached to the edge of the purse,

making a loop of the last 12, and running the thread

back through the first 12 to the edge. Each strand of

the fringe is worked in this way.

N.B .—The Instructions afply to Pearsall's Silks otily.





No. LXVIIIa.

LONG SILK PURSE, KNITTED IN
TWO COLOURS, WITH BEADS.

Materials ;— i skein Pearsall s No. i Purse Twist,

Black (B), I skein Green (G). 4 Steel Needles,

No. 21 or 22. 2 Hanks of Steel Beads, No. 10.

F irst thread the beads, one hank on the Black

silk and one on the Green. Commencing with B,

cast on 80 stitches and knit 6 rounds plain, without

beads. Now begin to work with the beads
;

these

stand out better if every stitch with a bead is purled,

bringing the bead to the front of the right-hand needle

with the silk, before you purl the stitch.

Work one round with a bead to each stitch
;
knit one

round with no beads
;
repeat these two rounds, making

ten rounds in all.

will round.—2 beads, knit 2 plain, and repeat all

round.

I2ik round.—Knit plain.

\2,th round.— i bead, 3 plain, and repeat.

\'\tii rourid.—Plain.

I'^th rotind.—2 plain, i bead, i'f, 7 plain, i bead;

repeat from to within 5 of the end
;
knit these plain.

\bih rottiid.— Plain.

\-]th round.—2 plain, 2 beads, 6 plain, 2 beads
;

repeat from •*}, to within 4 of the end
;
knit these.

\Zth round.— Knit plain.

\qth round.—2 plain, 3 beads
; •}», 5 plain, 3 beads

;

repeat from >$, to within 3 of end; knit these plain.

20th rotiiid.—2 plain, 4 beads
; 4 plain, 4 beads

;

repeat from to within 2 of end
;
knit these.

2ist round.—Plain.

N.B .—The Instructions alply to Pearsalls Silks only.



2i,th rouiid.- -l beads, 5 plain, 3 beads, 5 plain :

repeat from to within i of end; end i bead.

2'^th 7'ound.— Plain.

26th round.— i bead, 5 plain, 3 beads, 5 plain
;

repeat from
;
end two beads.

27^/t round.— Plain.

N.B.

—

The histruciio7is apply to Pearsall's Silks 07ily.
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2Zth rotind.— -ijt-,
5 plain, 3 beads

;
repeat from

all round.

29f/i round.— Plain.

2f>th roimd.— All in beads.

3ir/ to round.—Plain.

ibth round.—As 28th.

2,tth rotind.—Plain.

38M }-ound.—4 plain, 4 beads
;
repeat all round.

y)th round.—Plain.

ipih roicnd.—As 38th.

4ir/ roimd.—Plain.

\2nd round.—4 plain, 3 beads, •<?, S plain, 3 beads
;

repeat from to within 1 of end
;
knit this plain.

\yd round.—Plain.

Wth round.—3 plain, i bead, 7 plain, i Iread
;

repeat from
;
end 4 plain.

round.—Plain.

46/A round.—All beads.

47/A round.—Plain.

Now work from the 46th to the 23rd round in

backward sequence.

Break off G and work in B from the 22nd to the

14th round in backward sequence. Now turn and purl

back and continue working in rows backwards and

forwards, purling one row, and knitting the next. In

every second knitted row, commence with 2 plain,

I bead, 2 plain, i bead, 2 plain, i bead
;
work to

within 9 of the end, knit i bead, 2 plain, i bead, 2

plain, I bead, 2 plain. Work thus for 24 inches. Slip

the needles, with the stitches on them, through 2 rings,

and work the other end of the purse to correspond.

After the last repetition of round 14, no more beads

should be used. Decrease by knitting 2 together

every other stitch
;
knit two rounds plain. Repeat

these 3 rounds 3 times more, and cast off. Finish the

first end square, with a pretty bead or bugle fringe,

and sew a bead or bugle tassel at the other end.

N.B.— T’/te Instnictions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.





No. LXVIIIb.

LONG SILK PURSE, CROCHETTED,
IN TWO COLOURS, WITH A
WHITE STRIPE.

Materials;— i skein each Pearsall’s No. i Purse

Twist, in 2 colours (A and B), and i skein

White. Steel Crochet Hook, No. 4 Penelope.

M ake a chain, in colour a, of 130.

1st stripe.—In colour A work 60 Single Crochet

(S.C.) and 70 Treble Crochet (T.C.). Break off the

silk.

T.nd stripe.—Join the White silk at the S.C. end.

Work 60 S.C., turn, and work back these 60 stitches

in S.C.

yd stripe.—Join colour B, work 60 S.C. and 70 T.c.

Turn with 3 chain and work 70 T.C., 60 S.C.

\t]i stripe.— join colour A, work 60 S.C., 70 T.c.

Turn with 3 chain and work 70 T.C., 60 S.C. Repeat

from twice more.

5/A stripe.—With colour B work as in the 3rd stripe.

(^th stripe.—With colour a work as in the 4th stripe.

Repeat from the and to the 6th stripe inclusive twice

more. Again work the and stripe
;
work 80 S.C. in

colour B, and finish. Sew the purse up lengthwise,

leaving an opening in the middle of about aj inches.

Gather up the broad end with a drop, sew up the

narrow end with a straight fringe, and add a pair of

rings.

N.B,

—

The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks 07ily.





No. LXVIIIc.

SILK BAG PURSE, CROCHETTED,
SELF COLOUR, WITH BEADS.

Materials ;— i skein Pearsall’s No. i Purse Twist

;

I hank Beads No. 8. Steel Crochet Hook, No. 4

Penelope.

'"PHREAD the beads before commencing.
J- Make a chain of 4 ;

join into a circle.

is^ rotcnd.— i D.C. into each chain.

ind rotmd.—2 D.C. into each D.C. Always take

both sides of the loop.

yd round.

—

i D.C. into each D.C.

6,th round.— i D.C. into the first, 2 D.C. into the

second stitch
;
repeat from 3 times more.

rotmd.

—

D.C.

bth round.—D.C. with beads thus Insert the hook

into the stitch, draw one bead close up to the back of

the work, draw the silk through, keeping the bead

firmly to the back of the work, and finish the D.C. as

usual.

•]th round.—Work 2 stitches, each with a bead, into

the first stitch
;
and repeat all round.

%th rotmd.—Work a bead into each stitch.

Continue thus, increasing 12 stitches in every

round, and working one more stitch with its bead

between the increasings, until the stitches are increased

to 84. Then work 3 rounds without, and 3 rounds

with beads, 7 times. Work 3 rounds in D.C. To

shape for clasp, work 42 stitches, turn and work 40.

Leave 2 stitches unworked, turn and work 38. Work
thus until 26 stitches are left. Work the other 42

stitches to correspond, and finish.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.





No. LXVIIId.

SILK BAG PURSE WITH SNAP,
KNITTED, SELF COLOUR.

Materials ;—2 skeins Pearsall’s No. i Purse Twist.

4 Needles, No. 19 or 20.

CAST on 90 stitches, 36 on the first needle and 37
on each of the other two.

Knit 9 rounds plain.

isi pattern round.— knit 2, silk in front, knit i,

silk in front, knit i, silk in front, knit i, silk in front,

knit I, silk in front, knit i, silk in front, knit 2, and
repeat from all round.

vid 7-otmd.—Knit plain.

3nf rotmd.—^, knit two together, knit ii, knit 2

together, repeat from all round.

\th round.— knit 2 together, knit 9, knit 2

together, repeat from all round.

round.—<$, knit 2 together, knit 7, knit 2

together, repeat from all round.

Work these 5 pattern rounds for 2i inches. Divide
the stitches on to two needles, and work in rows. On
the 45 stitches on the first needle, knit a row and purl

a row alternately, working two stitches together twice

a^he beginning of each row until there are 31 stitches

i»iaining. Work the second 45 stitches to correspond,

c"t off, sew up the end of the Purse with a fringe, and
mount it with a snap.

I

ir

N.B. — 77;^ Instructions apply to Pearsalls Silks only.



N.B.— The Instmctions apply to Pearsall’s Silhs only_
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No. LXX.

CROCHETTED HUNTING OR
GOLFING STOCK.

Materials :—3J ozs. Pearsall’s “ Pamela ” Crochet
Silk, Cream, White, or other colour preferred.

Steel Crochet Hook, No. 4 Penelope.

M ake a chain of 56. Into the fourth of these

work 2 L.c. (long crochet, i.e. pass the silk

round the hook, insert the latter, draw the silk through,

pass the silk round the hook and draw the silk

through two loops and again through two loops). Into

the fourth from this (eighth of the foundation) i

D.c. (double crochet), 2 chain, 2 L.C. Repeat from

into every fourth chain to the end. Into the last

chain work r D.C. and turn with 3 chain. This makes

1 3 points.

2nd row.—Into the first hole formed by the 2 chain

of last row work I D.C., 2 chain, 2 L.c. Repeat

from to end of row. End with i D.c. into the 3

chain with which you turned (13 points), turn with

3 chain.

Work thus for 13J inches. Then, to decrease,

commence as usual, but after working the first group

work I D.c. into the next hole and the one following

as if they were one, 2 chain and 2 L.C. into the last of

these two holes
;
work to end as usual. Decrease

again in the next row. Work two rows without

decreasing (ii points).

Pr, Decrease in the next row and work 2 rows plain.

Repeat from until you have reduced to 5 points.

Then decrease again and work 4 rows plain (4 points).

Work 2 inches plain.

Increase in the same proportion and in the same
places as you decreased, until you again have 1

1
points.

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall's Silks only.



To form an opening through which to draw one end

of the tie, work i group, 3 D.C. into the next hole, and

2 chain, 2 D.C. into every hole until within one of the

end, into which work i group as usual and turn.

Work I group, i D.C. into the last chain of last I'ow.

Make a chain of 27, and finish the row with i group as

usual. ..Turn, and work I group into the first hole and

I group into every third stitch of the chain (in the

same manner as at the commencement of the stock)
;

N.B.— The Instructions apply to Pearsall’s Silks only.
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finish with i group into the last hole, and turn as

usual.

Work 6 rows plain, and commence to shape the

collar as follows :

isi row of sharping.—Increase in the 2nd hole, work
plain to end.

ind 7'ow.—Decrease by working 2nd and 3rd holes

together, work plain to end.

yd, ^th, ^th, U7td 6ih rows.—Plain.

Repeat the last 6 rows 6 times more.

s,yd row.— Increase.

s,d,th to yili row.—Plain.

51J/ 7'Ow.— Increase.

ynd row.— Plain.

^yd 7'ow.—Turn, and make i group as usual, 2 D.c.

into the next hole, 4-, 2 chain and i D.c. into the next.

Repeat from once more (for a button-hole), work
plain to end.

yth row.—Work as usual, work i D.c. into the first

chain of button-hole, make a chain of 6, work i group
as usual and turn.

5 S/A 7-ow.—-Work I group, 2 groups into the 6 chain,

plain to end. You should now have 13 groups.

56/A row.—Plain.

57/A row.—Decrease and work plain to end.

58/A to i>\th row.—Plain.

6s/A row.—Decrease, work plain to end. -f.

66/A to 6^th row.—Plain.

70/A row.—Increase, work plain to end.

7ir/ row.—Decrease, work plain to end. Repeat
these last 6 rows 6 times more.

Work 6 rows plain and begin to shape the other

end of the stock (making no hole), decreasing where
you increased, and increasing where you decreased in

the first end. Finish with 13^ inches plain, so that the

two ends match.

N.B .—The l7ist7'iictions apply to Pearsall's Silks 07ily.
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Gold Medal, Paris Exhibition, 1900.

LIST OF JAMES PEARSALL & CO.’S
EMBROIDERING SILKS.

PEARSALL’S WASHING FILOSELLES.
Stand soap and boiling water. Need no washing instructions.

Over 400 colours.

PEARSALL’S TWISTED EMBROIDERY.”
For Outline, Smocking, and nearly all Embroidering purposes.

In 300 Washing and Unfading colours.

PEARSALL’S CABLE SILK.
A still stouter silk. Very effective for Portieres, Coverlets,

and large needlework. In 300 Boiling Colours.

PEARSALL’S FILO-FLOSS {Trade Mark).
As brilliant as Floss Silk, and as divisible as Filoselle. In

300 Washing and Unfading colours.

PEARSALL’S MALLARD V'LO^'S,{TradeMark).
A Twisted Floss silk. Lustrous, easy to work, covers large

surfaces. In 450 Fast Boiling Colours.

PEARSALL’S STOUT FLOS^
The old, large make, for Ecclesiastical Embroidery, etc. In

250 Washing and Unfading colours. Wound on reels.

PEARSALL’S FLANNEL SILK.
For Edging and Embroidering Flannel garments. In white,

cream, black, scarlet, pale blue, and pink. In 4 sizes.

PEARSALL’S PURSE SILKS.
For Ecclesiastical Embroidery and netting purses. I'wo sizes.

PEARSALL’S “ PAMELA ” CREWEL SILK
{Trade Mark).

A cheaper embroidery silk. In Washing Colours.

PEARSALL’S “STAR” CREWEL SILk7
In Flalfpenny Skeins.

^ARSALX’S pattern CARib S . 6d. each :

No. 2, for File-Floss, Stout Floss, and Twisted Embroidery.
No. 3, for Washing Filoselle, “Mallard” Floss, Cable Silk, and

^'Pamela” Crewel Silk.

No. 4, for All Knitting Silks.

The above Embroidery Silks and Pattern Cards can be
obtained retail through all Berlin Wool Dealers in the United
Kingdom and Colonies. Wholesale (Trade only supplied),
71 and 72, Little Britain, London, E.C.
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